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VOICI LA FIN

OUFREZ la Divine Comedie,
Et amusez les enfants.

Nous, pour vivre encore,

Nous n'avons meme plus.

Nous n'avons plus I'alcool en flammes.

Les enfants rient;

Et un bien vieux, un homme de chanvre.
Met ses os de main sur mon epaule:
Je vois que certains vers ont mange ses yeux,
Mais il a son dme de nourrisson,

Get homme blanc.

Et il n'est pas plus malin que Jesus,

Mais il tire le rideau
Et me montre son egUse
Ce soir-la, et comment rire?

Le vieux pue la peau froide et le ver de terre,

Et fai vu son eglise en y entrant.

NonI nous avons acheve,
Void la fin!

Nous sommes les petits enfants noirs
A qui nul ne parlel
Pas un dieu dans la rosee,

Se penchant parmi les pdquerettes,
Et qui dit:

^^Tout va bien, et dors; je suis la,

"Comme la servante dans la cuisine."



Nous avons fait tin trou dans la toile,

Et ce netait quiin jeu forain de tniroirs;

Nous sommes les nouveaux pelerins,

Nous allons partir et precher l'explosion,

Nous mettrons le crime a la place des miels morbides.

La charite sera de mourir;
C'est cela ...

Tu le sais, mais tu es lache,

Et peuf-etre faut-il encore faire silence.

Nous n'ecrirons plus Faust,

Tout est decouvert,

L'horrible trahison!

Ceux qui chantaient la vie

Et pleuraient la mort!
Plus de mur;
Tin espoir!

Mort, more esperee!

II faut hair le jour ^
Oil je mache les choses d'ecole.

Et meme I'homme blanc n'a pas fini

De tourner les pages jaunies des livres.

Et, dans le jour,

L'horrible odeur de laine compissee,

Dans la classe du monde,
Et le po'ele est le soleil.

Au milieu, il y a le maitre

Sans symetrie,

Et le sexe pend, oblique

Gene dans la pipe de drap.

C'est le maitre, vous et moi,

Colique et stupre . . .

Face grave, ho, le singe!



''''C est le maltre—

"
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"// demeure a mettre le cirage
—

"





// dit ou est Dieu,
Et que la terre est ronde
Jusques a present:

Et il y a une egratiquure rouge sur le nez

C'est le maitre,

Humide parfum de laine;

II sue

Et comprend.

Quand les strops des ecoles gluent encore ses doigts,

Et que le maitre n'a pas fint de croire

Aux arts

Liberaux, aux pasteurs aigres et aux generaux
Et aux Dieux,—

// demeure la plante a racines.

El, le cordon maternel le pend a la terre

Dont on fait le tour,—
// est esclave et travailIe pour VEmpereur;
Pas une tranche de glue qui prend les plumes,
Pas un poulpe que tire les viandes avec des bras.

Pas une chandelle qui absorbe en brillant,

Pas qa, et rien d'autre non plus qui vit,—
// demeure plus petit que la petite terre;

Attache aux meres et aux races

Comme une brique entre ses deux chemises de pldtre,-

II grouille avec les oeufs et la boue,
Avec les mensonges des Cesars et des Mo'ises.—
Palmipede rachitique aux pattes de caoutchouc,
Viaduc, tube a endosmose, ruisseau noir

Par quoi passe la vie,—



II demeure a mettre le cirage au sabot du chef,

Et s'asseoit dans la balangoire, du vers grec,

Avale encore, ce qui est digere,

Choisit Viniquite,

Obeit...

II croit a la mauvaise peinture des lots,

Et sert une monstrueuse geographie!

II s'ampute des oreilles et du nez,

Et coupe la queue de son chien;

Meutrier au service du roi,

Pere aux noms des Dieux,
Quand, tout casse et tres vieux,

Les sirops des ecoles

Gluent encores ses doigts. . .

JEAN DE BOSSCHERE

DIPYQUE
7LS me maudissent tous deux:

Peut-etre parce que fai brule Sophie?
— O ennui de sa chair rose!

Et de Vaccord oil elle est avec moil
Toute cette vie glissante, humide;
Pas d'ivoire, ni de cristal;

Et le parfum c'est le poil de corne ....

Peut-etre parce que fai brule Sophie,

Uinnocente qui rit aux lapins . . . .

Plutot sauter dans la citerne

Qui pense et m'attend.



lis me maudissent tous deux^
Mais qui pent frayer avec eux.?

Poisseux diptyque!

Leur Seigneur m'a dit:

''Ah! tu ris, gluant pou;
''Cependant, Mage, Mage tres savant,

"J'ai encore ceci

''Dont tu n'as point goute"

Je sugais ce morceau d'atnbre,

Comparant sa froide chaleur

A celle de la resine,

Et son gout sur la langue
Au gout sans fin des fleurs tassees

Dans le sucre de neige blanche.—
// connait le vice, le dit Seigneur:
II dicerne le vice dans la volupte du nourrisson.

Et il m'addresse un mal selectionne;

Ca filtre parmi le membranes,
Bouillant dans les boyaux,
Puis souleve en craquant les cotes,

Et je laisse au capitaine des colonies

De peindre les maux du verre pile:

Moi, je me tords en suant du sang. . .

''Ah/ tu ris encore, sale hommel"
Et je me tords en suant du sang.

"Qui rit, vieux Pere sans merci?"
Mais il est populaire,

Jouit d'une forte majorite,

Et Von sait:

II interdit que Von rie

Ou sourie a la jeune fille qui n'est pas,



Ou a Vintage achevee hier,

Ou a la foi dans le jour qui vient.

J'ignore si vous connaissez le remSde,
Mais lui, le Mage, ou le finalement homme,
S'addresse a celui qui connait bien Dieu,
A son antique victime, toute noire,

Et toute proscrite . . . .

Le Mage en appelle au Demon,
II se baigne

Dans Veau rose.

Puis dans I'eau verte,

Poli ses dents et peint ses ongles,

Et fait de lui un beau sultan.

C est son droit,

Ha!

Beau comme une paquerette,

II s'envole avec le Demon
Vers oil Von rit sans ojfense,

Alors fai connu, apres Dieu, le Diable,

Et je reviens dans la neige noire;

Nul ne peut frayer avec eux!

Poisseux diptyque!

Ha!

JEAN DE BOSSCHERE
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THE DEATH OF TRAGEDY
PART ONE

Argument: From our eagle's nest above the century, we observe

details scattered beneath, finally pouncing upon Clarence Turner
as a likely bit of carrion.

IN
following the road to Lynn, where Paul Revere summoned

our forefathers—spiritual at least—to guerilla warfare, note
the excellent facilities of the Standard Oil Company for

surveying gasoline at exorbitant prices. . .and on the return,

fill your pipe with the aid of the tobacco trust, for you can
smoke on the after-deck of the railway combine's ferries until

the pilot turns and goes the other way, thus making the pipe
illegitimate since it is being smoked on the fore-deck. Believe

us, it is all built on a healthy basis of Garfield niggers stoning

Frogtown dagoes, and Saturday afternoon amateur baseball

games in the suburbs, and especially back in them grand days

when papa got over his bun just in time for Sunday dinner.

(Recalling the game which wound up the season, Brushton
against Homewood, and our boys got licked twenty to one oh
Jeezuz. In the last half of the ninth, when Humpty Haas came
up to the plate, they hit his bat with a lemon. That same evening,

however, the pitcher of the other team got drunk and strayed

into town somewhat boastfully. And our boys showed that what
they couldn't do with baseball they could do with their fists).

My aunt once told me, if I wanted to be healthy, to read

"Science and Health" and cat an apple at bedtime , . but now the

country is going to the dogs, and it is all candy laxatives. Great

God, if a volcano came upon us suddenly, and preserved our

subway signs for future excavations, surely the archeologists

would conclude that the rites of visceral purgation had some-



thing to do with our religion. In fact, as enlightenment spreads

more and more among us, are we not coming to realize with
continually increasing clarity that a man can not put in a good
day at the office without his once before breakfast and once
before going to bed?

Herein lies wisdom: If we have had so many years of the

Democrats, let us go Republican ; and when we have had so many
years of the Republicans, let us spit upon them, turn our backs
upon them, and go Democrat; and when we have tired of being
either Democrats or Republicans, let us repeat the process under
different appellations. In this way we can always be assured of

an abundance of sinecures for our Irish-American population,

while we shall seldom make the mistake of electing a mayor
without a wad in his cheek... like that perfect product from
Pittsburgh who, being introduced among Pittsburgh high society,

on preparing to make his speech and noticing that Mrs. Eitel-

baum was talking, shouted good-naturedly, "Hay there, you shut

up 'r I'll throw y'out." As is evident, he won the election because

he knowed how to mix with the boys. A similar situation will

be observed in Denver, or Charleston, and other cities.

Our rich and powerful country also possesses certain songs,

and we rise when those songs are played, because certain of our

countrymen are getting control of the entire meat-packing indus-

try of the Argentine. Millions for defense, but not one cent for

tribute; my country, right or wrong, my country; we shall have

peace, if we have to fight for it; remember the Maine; by God,
we are bound to be great, for we can find the right sentence.

(In contra-distinction to the much more accurate Germans who
always find the wrong one; as to wit, the scrap of paper.)

There has been kite season, and commy season, and roller-

skate season, and baseball season, and swimming season, and
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roller-skate season, again, and football season . . . and then in the
evenings a fire is lighted in an empty lot. There are earnest,

unhappy souls who observe these fires from a bedroom window
or an automobile, and suddenly feel like going out for a walk
in the cold fall air. Forms, half red, half black, disappear and
return; there is a gush of sparks. I have at such times heard
a horn low out of the darkness, and one voice from the fire

answers "Allright," thereupon the circle about the fire being
diminished. By ten-thirty no one remains but one orphan, one
boy whose father works at night, and one other. The fire is

allowed to languish; eventually it burns a sullen, characterless

red, left alone in the black field.

Also, there are the nice houses. What has been said for the
clean, dead houses on a terrace, with father returning a little

after five in the summer, slapping his paper against his knee,

and being met on the front steps. There are mists from the

river which come after dark to lie over this part of the city. In
a slight wind, the arc-lights sway on the deserted corners, making
the shadows of telegraph wires climb up and down the walls.

Occasionally the Polish maid entertains on the back porch.

The great lump of the country rolls on, with Howard swiping
apples out of the cellar, and a highschool sophomore pimpled
with pubescent love, and elderly men dressing up to apply for

jobs, and unexecuted rapes. . .and thieveries dead in the planning
half-ambitions fractional insights

while as for Clarence Turner, his book
—thank God I—had already reached its eighth edition, and
there was the reasonable possibility of his play appearing on
Broadway. The success, in fact, had been immediate. Not that

Turner was low enough in the scale of jackals to have actually

pandered to the public tastes. On the contrary, he had written

in all sincerity, and it was simply a lucky accident that those

subjects which were nearest to his heart happened to scratch the

itch of the muck and glut of America's reading public.

If, climbing upon the ruins of America, we have reached

Clarence Turner. .

.
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PART TWO
Argument: Or rather, having cast about for a theme, we came
upon that of Clarence Turner. It is, perhaps, worth further

development.

ON the third floor he stopped at a room which was done in

purples; Florence was lying down, appropriately. "Ah,
then you can come to see me, Clara!" she said to him with

a certain commendable richness. He went over to her, and kissed

her, and kissed her, and all the memories of her. Glancing at

the mantelpiece, he noticed that the lion's head had been restored

to its place. (Once, he had gone over to touch it, calling forth

from Florence a startled cry, pretty but honest. Another time,

when he was looking at it steadily, she walked between them.

But Clarence got the thing laid out quite clearly after a while,

as is evident from this: While they were taking tea together,

he had blurted out quite inconsequently, "It strikes me that the

lion's head has a most fatherly look." The next time he came,

the head had disappeared; and within a week he had attained

her!)

"Yes, I can come, and I dare come, in spite of your loveliness,"

he answered in tune.

"See what I was reading? Your book... again and again,

one chapter! You can not tell me that that chapter was not

written to me. . .oh, you know the one!" Not being quite sure

of the one, Clarence bowed his head in mute acknowledgement

that he knew it, oh, too well. Then a trembling came over him,

and he ate her hand with kisses. (But above and beyond the

fact that she had set Rimbaud to music, and had even published

songs of her own in which Turner figured indubitably, above and

beyond the yield of her kimonos and the genius she had for

draping shadows about a room, there w^as the fact that she slid

as gracefully into other arms as into his own. . .w^hich explains

after a fashion why he suddenly broke of? the affair, marrying

some one of a less accomplished quality in her voice. Soon after

this, as a divine vengeance, came the success of his novel).
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Suddenly she arose, and then, significantly; "But we shall

have tea." He looked at her deadly, and let his head sag into

his hands. She sang three or four weak litle bars of a song of

hers, and wrapped her kimono more tightly about her. These
little touches had been almost brutally definite; each understood
just what had been given and taken. It was, roughly, this:

("But we shall have tea")= ("What, Clarence, you think I can
be put down and picked up again at will! I shall break the

whole trend of our emotions with the irrelevant tinkling of the

tea things.") ... (His sagging head)= ("I accept it, Florence,

perhaps after a fashion even welcome it; but I am not too proud
to have you see me desolate over the loss. Look, I am frankly

miserable; our friendship has meant so much.") . . . (Her timid

little flurrry of song)= ("Still, you dear, dear boy, it must be
that way, if our memories are to be retained in all their purity.

Oh God, to see it of a sudden, just what we had, and what we
have lostl") . . .And (the wrapping of the kimono)= ("But all

that is settled now; snap, it is finished. There is a wall between
us"). Silence for a few moments, while they listened to the far

echoes of a relationship which was irrevocably gone. (It was
all quite sympathetic to his mentality, this thick aura-of-soul

which in the course of centuries has come to interpose itself

between the agent and the feminal).

The silence continued all during the preparation of the tea.

Over against the general formlessness of their emotions came
the definite clinking of the China. Clarence's eyes worked
earnestly about the designs in the carpet. Then she nodded, and
he pulled up his chair. Their feet met beneath the table; she

did not withdraw, but looked at him steadily. How far their

relationship had retrograded!

She laughed after a time in anticipation of a sentence which
she was going to say. "Ha, it almost seems," it had been only
the littlest laugh, "it almost seems, Clara, as though you will

not really be here until you have left." Then she became agi-

tated. "A history of tea! A history of tea! Is there anything

but walls and beds which has seen humanity more intimately?

Indeed, I vote for tea, Clarence, for here the great organ-notes

of our passions are turned into the neatest, tiniest little cameos.
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Think of a murder across the tea-table. What a lovely hokku
the whole idea would make!... It should be done, of course,

with some sort of poisonous needle, held out along with a very

properly turned compliment, and barely scratching the skin. . . .

An the final death; would the victim fall across the table?

Would the tea-things come rattling to the floor, the destruction

of a miniature empire? Really, it is all very lovely, don't you

think?" (Both being very conscious that Mrs. Turner could

not do this sort of thing at all).

And then: "But let me put away the tea-things. I must put

them away now. For I shall not be able to bear it, seeing the

room all cluttered up by you. And I must rearrange the chairs."

Without ostentation, Clarence took the ends of the cigarettes

which he had lined along his saucer—there should be no fetishes!

—and carried them to the grate, threw them out of his life, and

hers.

It was all so plain that this day was his last hold upon their

intimacy. Now he could still go to her and take her in his

arms; but after leaving this room this day. . .when he met her

on the street, he would touch his hat, ask a few words about her

brother, tell her some recent anecdote, and then hurry away.

He resented any distraction as a sin against this woman in

front of him. Yet his wife would surely be expecting him from
now on. He felt subconsciously that he should offer Florence

a pure immersion in the present, in the emphatic this-ness and

here-ness of their parting. Their parting, since that was certain.

Everything that had happened this afternoon seemed to leave

some little broken end. He arose abruptly, went to his hat and

coat and threw them across his arm. Walking to the door, he

opened it, and paused with one hand on the knob. Florence

dripped into her chair, looking at him without meaning.

On her little writing table the phone began ringing. Once,

twice, then with a nagging impatience. Tacitly, however, they

agreed to rule it out of the scene. Still, it did increase the tempo

of their leave-taking; for he began to close the door with a jerk

of sudden decision. She leapt from her chair, bolted toward

him. He received her with a groan, crushing his hat between

14



them. Then he turned and went stumbling blindly down the

stairs, while the phone peeled forth one wild, unbroken plaint.

Reaching home, Turner hurried straight to his room, where
for some hours he wrote feverishly.

PART THREE
Argument : Becoming impatient, the author finally wanders else-

where, and seems in the direction of a positive beauty, when the

old subject returns like a gastric juice in the throat.

HE fell asleep in the early morning, and when he awoke
again at eight he found that the life had faded out of him.
He went down for a walk, bought an orange at an Italian

fruit-store on Sullivan Street, and ate it standing on the corner.

A drayhorse had fallen in the slush ; Turner watched the agony
of its feet as it struggled to rise, while its team-mate looked about

with indifference. Finally he surrendered himself. He ac-

cepted it more or less consciously that he had given time enough
to the burial of his love—taking the term, that is, as a technical

expression, by which is meant that love, like potato farming or

marine insurance, is developing a specific nomenclature as the

manifestations thereof are becoming more standardized with the

help of education. Now, if our more prominent novelists, of

the type of Turner, could have taken two years of the classics

and then two years intensive study in amoristic engineering, this

fact could have been put upon its right basis long before now.
A graph of the human heart, for instance, by a senior A. E.,

could have traced the curve from Seeing Her Pass, through
Poignant Night and With Her Alone, ending perhaps with
Burial of His Love. To look upon this as a scientific termi-

nology, that is, so that the phrase "Burial of his love" should not

be dismissed as banal, but rather accepted as the accurate dic-

tionary equivalent for the thing itself, and sanctioned by the

consensus of the leading minds of the nation.

The steady rumble of every-day had gradually reclaimed

him, so that he turned from the drayhorses—Christ! after Flor-

ence could not his wife even be called a drayhorse! Stand up
the sorry thing and look at her. He could do that; that was his

15



trade. The brute, walking along these streets; exciting no in-

terest, and yet tearing the last strip of dignity from the woman
he had married. Consider all the little pulsing hearts, too good
for other pulsing hearts, but not good enough—oh God! how
short-coming—for one pulsing heart, our hundred millions are

composed of. What sewer-cleaner's daughter would marry the
son of a honey-dipper? Yet Clarence Turner. . .after Florence
. . .his wife! Added to a sleepless night, it is not hard to under-
stand his bitterness.

When he reached the apartment she had already left, which
was a show of delicacy that he had not expected of things. The
furniture sat about, peculiarly irresponsive to his emotions.

Going to his room, he threw himself upon the bed, and sobbed.

Lying there sobbing, and the stars do go around the earth.

He has read any number of volumes on the play of the mucous
membranes. Let us erect a dirty little monument to these

intellectuals. There is even the possibility that we shall be

driven into the Church by the scurviness of our free-thinkers.

Building upon the sound foundation of this low-visionedness,

there are those who, coming from Ohio, own the loss of an "r",

while others, friend, can pronounce certain words with the ac-

cent on a dififerent syllable than is customary; such observations

are really of value, since they may contribute to the happiness

of still others.

On the other hand, oh God, on the other hand, wc shall sail

easily across an enthusiasm of contours. To the south, the

broad back of a hill curved down slowly into the plateau. And
still farther south, an opposing curve swelled up and stretched

away in the haze. While the lake fitted itself silently into the

basin which the glaciers had scooped out for it some thousands
of years ago. Or, oflF against the sky, consider the little meadow
lying beyond a V of two hills. Or trees banked up the mountain
side like clouds, and at irregular intervals the black-green firs

jutting out like a city of church spires.

While there are, for those who love such things, rains which
come ripping along the valleys, attacking whole forests, bending
around gaps between the mountains, driving things before them.
Further, there are patchy rains; they piddle for a while, then
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pour, then even cease entirely, so that the sun gets at the land-

scape here and there in shafts. And there are still other rains

which you go on the porch and exclaim, "Why, it is raining!"

they have sneaked into being so imperceptibly. While after

any sort of rain the woods are even smellier than usual.

Oh, vomit of loveliness! Let us rise in the night and give

thanks for the pure horizons that remain to us. Exult, for the

lieavy hills are patient to be climbed upon; willingly they suffer

us to paw at their necks and sit across the peaks of their ears.

And looking down from them, we see the valley, as it dips and

waves, and how the shadows of the clouds. . .the shadows of the

clouds, there being any number of clouds that day, though there

was also the night when I went to the door and found the whole
world snuggled away under snow/^ that spread oflf and over the

hills blue in the full moon sifting softly against the fences of

the meadows and drooping from the fir trees.

Addenda

Turner's convalescence was hastened considerably by the intel-

ligence that his play was really to appear on Broadway; he also

became wrapped up in the consequences of a note which had
said among other things, ''Je te desire."

KENNETH BURKE
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B
QARDEN

IRD black

bird this

is the garden
with granite gates

Tree wise

tree she

lurks behind you
soft pollen skin

Man lean

man thin

is her breathing

under blue leaf

Man bird

tree this

is the garden
cool unseen shadows
no sorrow stirs

MITCHELL DAWSON
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B.B.

or

THE BIRTHPLACE OF BONNES

CAN anybody tell by looking which was the towel used

for cooking.

B. B. or the birthplace of bonnes.

Jennie Poole had a story to tell. She told the story

very well. She said that she had loaned her handker-

chief to a man like a woman. Give me your handkerchief Poole

he said. She gave it to him and she never saw it again.

Double pink.

Germaine came from Vannes. And where did Jenny come
from. Sinny came from Chatillon, and where then did the

saint say that she was going away. She was going away to

Tourtegay.

How many homes have we to visit the birthplace of

Jeanne Sinny Poole.

Margot Veraker Fairacre.

Germaine.
Saint Grille.

And the center not the center.

I do not know fairies.

I do not like water.

I do not remember quarries.

I do not care for grass.

I have not seen the sea.

The seas is water colour. I can make that joke again. Jeanne
Poole knows the difference between warm water and coloured

water. She had told us about her brother. He fell off the gun.

Gun is the name of cannon. He fell off of a cannon and was
seriously wounded. He is now a cabinet maker. In recounting

the glories of France she never forgets the father of her child.

Her child is a girl I can not give a description of her character.

I have been puzzled she said, I have been puzzled as to her
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character. I know now. She is a sovereign. This is not what

was said. She had a brother killed not in the war.

She said to me Come to Brittany. I said I did not like Brit-

tany. She said have you ever been there. I said 1 have met

many people who have been there. And what do they say.

They say it is a very pretty country, you can see it only in one

day.

We then went together.

Godiva. Godiva is fair. She has two places instead of hair.

And she moves, nicely.

I am describing Brittany to-day.

To-day there are a great many Bretons who take part in fishing

hunting in harvesting, in manufacturing, and in auditing. A
great many of them are in hospital. And a great many of them
love women children ducks and ribbon. They nourish restric-

tion.

We said to Sinny, Can you clean bronze. She said. I live

beside quarries. But there is a lake too. Yes there is a lake and

supper. We have cofifee for supper. My mother makes the fire.

And what does your father do. My father grows camelias. Not
in Brittany. Why certainly in Brittany it is very warm in

Brittany. Warm enough to learn knitting. If you have religion.

If you have a wound and religion. If you have lost your hand
and there are women, if you are a woman and have been teaching,

you teach knitting you teach knitting to the children.

In words of pleasure resulting from a union of activity with
anticipation and discernment concerning losses a great many
people can be rougher.

Say policman your ears are frozen said the driver. You go to

hell was an answer.

Reading and butter there is more than one saying. Anybodv
can buy sugar. Any money can buy sugar.

In this country there are a great many disclosures. Let us

take a calf. To breed a calf takes the feed for a cow. To wean
a calf takes a stall. To learn that calf is killed is too disagreeable.

Let us give it honey. Veal is all, all sunny.

Now to continue the narrative.

We have three causes for vindication. The first is France.
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The second is liberty and tliird is observation. You do observe

that there is a reason.

B. B. is indicated.

When next we see the south we will not expect anybody to

deny that birds fly north. Birds fly south sometime, and north all

together.

When this you see remember your sisters in Brittany. A great

many of them have no sisters with them. Sisters can frequently

come from the West. We have guessed that others are equally

caressed.

Sinny said of her brothers. 1 have three brothers. One is in

the railroad, the other is a restaurant keeper and the third is a

cabinet maker. And as to the father of my child he is a butcher.

He was apprenticed to a butcher and he married the butcher's

daughter.

In the meantime it is not difficult to realise that a woman who
has borne eleven children can easily have a hernia. And her

grandchild. He inherits it. From his mother.

Would you be equally satisfied with the queen.

Yes indeed she would. Yes very much indeed she would.
Vacaville is a place for cows. Vacaville rhymes with whip

poor will.

Vacaville is a land of cows. Whip poor will is a bird. I

recognise a third a third a third place to see.

When we went visiting we forgot about halos. The saint,

if you take a photograph of a saint under a tree she has a halo.

She said one must reinforce one's self. One must try to be

prepared. One must really speak. One should speak to oneself.

But in the presence of others. One is not in their presence when
one speaks to oneself. Yes but if one does recognize the other.

Then one must be content to take wages.

In this w^ay she was not satisfied.

The weather was very warm, there was very little wind and
no rain.

I do not neglect my dishes.

And in Paris,

I found them.

Now for a conversation.
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Margot said to Sinny I do not cause terror. And as for me
what can I do with my brother. He is too young.
Germaine why does Germaine toil.

Conversation to-day. Can we see meat. We prefer cofifee.

And how many sisters do you refuse to see. We do not refuse

to see any sisters but there is one that we prefer not to visit and
there is another one that we find disagreeable. And for the rest.

For the rest there are a great many. Egyptians Scandinavians
and Portugese, the Bretons are more regular than these. They
can spread their anger about most successfully. But they are not

angry. To be sure they are not.

How can you copy a letter. Read tenderly about how the

saint leaving suddenly did not receive her photograph.
I often think that the Queen meant what she said when she

said that they had not been so disrespectful no not for two hun-
dred years.

How can you steal a pin. Why very easily with a hammer.
I do not know how stupidity is exercised. Please me to see

Please me to see Please me to see Indy.

Please me by not seeing a neglected case. How can you neglect

a case. Suppose a mother suddenly sings. Supposing a wife

sleeps. Supposing a brother has means. And let us suppose that

a husband is cured. Do you mean by that completely cured.

I think I mean by that that a husband is completely cured.

Of what. Of that to-night.

I can treat any one like that.

But now to remember what Margot and Germaine and Sinny

and the same one and the saint said about plays. They each one

said they knew about handkerchiefs. They also believed in

comforting them. I comfort them.

Let us have that conversation together. Let us mean to be
tall and strong. And indeed can we carry a tree. Indeed a tree

is planted and so are irons. Irons and hills and can you drink

water. Explain to me why you drink. Indeed it is so satisfactory

that nearly everybody hopes to pray. I pray too.

Can you see still.

Can you still see.

It did work. And what astonishes me is that it will work again.
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Suppose we think a minute.

If it wants to come again will you be indignant. No but dis-

quieted. You need not be disquieted. A great many people shine

pleasantly.

In a ribbon.

In a ribbon there is red.

Red white and blue.

Can you know why green is so is so yellow.

In a ribbon for a ribbon there is a necklace.

Do not say you do like beads.

I likeshells As bells.

Not as door bells.

If they had all been born they would have said in rubbing dirt

we are certain to bring out some colour but the value may be
lost. The value can never be lost to me.

I am a great believer in even coloured silks.

I am almost certain that Esther was born somewhere. And
Germaine. Germaine was not foolish.

Do you consider Margot foolish.

I consider that she is foolish when she can not notice the dis-

tinction between cloudy and clean water.

Water rhymes with daughter.

And so I end.

GERTRUDE STEIN
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CONTE POUR LA COMTESSE
DE NOALLIES

CE matin la, comme il devinait du soleil sur les platanes,

M. Eugene Sue ne mit point ses bottines pour arreter le

railway.

II habitait, dans Broadway, un appartement ou les paquebots

faisaient escale qui revenaient des mers du Sud, dans un remous
de linons et de bas de soie comme ses nuits blanches.

II ne nommait personne par son nom mais collait des etiquettes

sur le radiateur des automobiles.

Sur sa porte, il avait inscrit "96" pour tenter des sergents de

ville.

II etait Tamant d'une sale putain qui n'aimait pas faire

I'amour.

Ce matin, done, il n'enfila pas ses souliers. II marchait avec

precaution car il craignait les mirages et les oiseaux qui cachent

la Tour Eiffel sur leurs ailes mais, par contre, il aimait les gabus

et la felicite de ses propres doigts,

Au fond, un beau bourgeois ....

II n'entendit pas, ce matin, ce cher M. Eugene Sue, une

musique retentissante, pleine de cuivres en erection et de peaux

crispees, qui descendait I'avenue et, doucement, ainsi qu'une

phosphorescence, lui passait sur le coeur.

PIERRE DE MASSOT
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FERN

FACE flowed into her eyes. Flowed in soft cream foam and
plaintive ripples, in such a way that wherever your glance

may momentarily have rested it immediately thereafter

wavered in the direction of her eyes. The soft suggestion

of down slightly darkened, like the shadow of a bird's

wing, the creamy brown color of her upper lip. Why, after

noticing it, you sought her eyes, I cannot tell you. Her nose was
aquiline Semitic. If you have heard a Jewish cantor sing, if

he has touched you and made your own sorrow seem trivial when
compared with his, you will know my feeling when I followed

the curves of her profile, like mobile rivers, to their common
delta. They were strange eyes. In this, that they sought noth-

ing, that is nothing that was obvious and tangible and that one
could see; and they gave the impression that nothing was to be

denied. When a woman seeks, you will have observed, her eyes

deny. Fern's eyes desired nothing that you could give her;

there was no reason why they should withold. Men saw her

eyes and fooled themselves. Fern's eyes said to them that she

was easy. When she was young a few men took her, but got no
joy from it. And then, once done, they felt bound to her (quite

unlike their hit and run with other girls), felt as though it would
take them a lifetime to fulfill an obligation which they could
find no name for. They became attached to her and hungered
after finding the barest trace of what she might desire. As she

grew up new men who came to town felt as almost everyone did

whoever saw her, that they woud not be denied. Men were ever-

lastingly bringing her their bodies. Something inside of her

got tired of them I guess, for I am certain that for the life of her
she could not tell why or how she began to turn them off. A man
in fever is no trifling thing to send away. They began to leave

her, baffled and ashamed, yet vowing to themselves that some-
day they would do some fine thing for her: send her candy every
week and not let her know who it came from, watch out for her
wedding-day and give her a magnificent something with no name
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on it, buy a house and deed it to her, rescue her from some

unworthy fellow who had tricked her into marrying him. As
you know men are apt to idolize or fear what they cannot under-

stand, especially if it be a woman. She did not deny them yet

the fact was that they were denied. A sort of superstition

above them. Being above them meant that she was not to be

approached by anyone. She became a virgin. Now a virgin

in a small southern town is by no means the usual thing, if you

will believe me. That the sexes were made to mate is the prac-

tice of the South. Particularly, black folks were made to mate.

And it is black folks whom I have been talking about thus far.

What white men thought of Fern I can only arrive at by analogy.

They let her alone.

Anyone, of course, could see her, could see her eyes. If you
walked up the Dixie Pike most anytime of day you'd be most
like to see her, listless, resting on the railing of her porch, back
propped against a post, head tilted a little forward because there

was a nail in the porch-post just where her head came which
for some reason or other she never took the trouble to pull out.

Her eyes, if it were sunset, rested idly where the sun, molten and
glorious, was pouring down between the fringe of pines. Or
maybe they gazed at the grey cabin on the knoll from which an

evening folk-song was coming. Perhaps they followed a cow
that had been turned loose to roam and feed on cotton stalks and

corn leaves. Like as not they'd settle on some vague spot above

the horizon, though hardly a trace of wistfulness would come
to them. If it were dusk, then they'd wait for the search-light

of the evening train which you could see miles up the track before

it flared across the Dixie Pike, close to her home. Wherever
they looked, you'd follow them and then waver back. Like her

face, the whole country-side seemed to flow into her eyes. Flowed
into them with the soft listless cadences of Georgia's south. A
young Negro, once, was looking at her, spell-bound, from the

road. A white man passing in a buggy had to flick him with his

whip if he was to get by without running him over. I first saw

her on her porch. I was passing with a fellow whose crusty

numbness (I was from the north and suspected of being preju-
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diced and stuck-up) was melting as he found me warm. I asked

him who she was. "That's Fern," was all that I could get from
him. Some folks already thought that I was given to nosing
around; I let it go at that, so far as questions were concerned.

But at first sight of her I felt as if I heard a Jewish cantor sing.

As if his singing rose above the unheard chorus of a folk-song.

And I felt bound to her. I too had my dream : something I

would do for her. I have knocked about from town to town too

much not to know the futility of mere change of place. Be-
sides, picture if you can this cream-colored solitary girl sitting

at a tenement window looking down on the indifferent throngs
of Harlem. Better that she listen to folk-songs at dusk in

Georgia, you would say, and so would I. Or, suppose she came
up north and married. Even a doctor or a lawyer, say, one who
would be sure to get along, that is, make money. You and I

know, who have had experience in such things, that love is not

a thing like prejudice which can be bettered by changes of town.
Could men in Washington, Chicago, or New York, more than
the men of Georgia, bring her something left vacant by the

bestowal of their bodies? You and I who know men in these

cities will have to say they could not. See her out and out a

prostitute along State Street in Chicago. See her move into a

southern town where white men are more aggressive. See her

become a white man's concubine. . .Something I must do for

her. . .There was myself. What could I do for her? Talk, of

course. Push back the fringe of pines upon new horizons. To
seem to lose their selfishness. I lost mine before I touched her.

I ask you, friend, (it makes no difference if you sit in the Pull-

man or the Jim-Crow as the train crosses her road) what thoughts
would come to you, that is after you'd finished with the thoughts
that leap into men's minds on the sight of a pretty woman who
will not deny them,—what thoughts would have come to you
had you seen her in a quick flash, keen and intuitively, as she sat

there on her porch when your train thundered by? Would you
have got off at the next station and come back for her to take
her where? Would you have completely forgotten her as soon
as you reached Macon, Atlanta, Augusta, Pasadena, Madison,
Chicago, Boston, or New York? Would you tell your wife or
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your sweetheart about a girl you saw? Your thoughts can help

me, and 1 would like to know. Something 1 would do for her. . .

One evening 1 walked up the pike on purpose, and stopped to

say hello. Some of her family were around, but they moved

away to make room for me. Damn if 1 knew how to begin.

Would you? Mr. and Miss so-and-so, people, the weather, the

crops, the new preacher, the frolic, the church benefit, rabbit

and possum hunting, the new soft drink they had at old Pap's

store, the schedule of the trains, what kind of a town Macon was,

Negro's migration north, boll-weevils, syrup, the Bible,—to all

these things she gave a yassur or nassur, without further comment.

I began to wonder if perhaps my own emotional sensibility had

played one of its trick on me. "Let's take a walk," I at last ven-

tured. The suggestion, coming after so long an isolation, was

novel enough, I guess, to surprise. But it wasn't that. Some-

thing told me that men before me had said just that as a prelude

to the offering of their bodies. 1 tried to tell her with my eyes.

1 think she understood. The thing from her that made my
throat catch, vanished. Its passing left her visible in a way I'd

thought, but never seen. We walked down the pike with people

on all the porches gaping at us. "Doesn't it make you mad?"
She meant the row of petty gossiping people. She meant the

world. Through a canefield that was ripe for cutting, the branch

was reached. Under a sweet-gum tree, and where redish leaves

had dammed the creek a little, we sat down. Dusk, suggesting

the almost imperceptible procession of giant trees, settled with

a purple haze about the cane. 1 felt strange, as I always do in

Georgia, particularly at dusk. 1 felt that things unseen to men
were tangibly immediate. It would not have surprised me had

1 had a vision. People have them in Georgia more often than

vou would suppose. A black woman once saw the Mother of

Christ and drew her in charcoal on the court-house wall...

When one is on the soil of one's ancestors, most anything can come

to one. . . From force of habit I suppose I held Fern in my arms,

that is, without at first noticing it. Then my mind came back

to her. Her eyes, unusually wicrd and open, held me. Held

God. He flowed in as Fve seen the country-side flow in. Seen

men. I must have done something, what I don't know, in the
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confusion of my emotion. She sprang up. Rushed some distance

from me. Fell to her knees, and began swaying, swaying. Her
body was tortured with something it could not let out. Like

boiling sap it flooded arms and fingers till she shook them as if

they burnt her. It found her throat, and spattered inarticulately

in plaintive, convulsive sounds, mingled with calls to Christ

Jesus. And then she sang, brokenly. A Jewish cantor singing

with a broken voice, a child's voice, uncertain, or an old man's.

Dusk hid her; I could only hear her song. It seemed to me as

though she were pounding her head in anguish upon the ground.

1 rushed to her. She fainted in my arms.

There was talk about her fainting with me in the canefield.

And I got one or two ugly looks from town men who'd set them-

selves up to protect her. In fact there was talk of making me
leave town. But they never did. They kept a watch-out for

me though. Shortly after T came back north. From the train

window I saw her as I crossed her road. Saw her on her porch,

head tilted a little forward where the nail was, eyes vaguely

focused on the sunset. Saw her face flow into them, the country-

side and something that 1 call God, flowing into them . . . Nothing
ever really happened. Nothing ever came to Fern, not even I.

Something 1 would do for her. Some fine unnamed thing. . .

And, friend, you? She is still living, I have reason to know.
Her name, against the chance that you might happen down that

wav, is Fernie May Rosen.

JEAN TOOMER
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D
FUNERAL

EATH helps us to see

for it as suddenly renders life a background;
we will know thee, we will know thee.

Behold the quelled eyes

and all the visions bowing over them.

Nostrils no longer monotonously
debate with breath;

a crudity of logic has closed them;

—and the lips under them
shut on a single sarcasm;

the frayed hands worn out

clutching at immobilities. . .

Look into the gored breast; there was a heart

that hummed no ballads; an anvil heart.

Low, the empty censer,

the phallus,

overturned.

The rifled feet have come too early;

we will wend their wanderings.

Disdained
like abandoned booty

humbler existences will take you up.

Seeds tinkle on the bell like fruits;

you die with a peal of lives.
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Death is another growth
with social function of chemistry.

That you may be certain

of your desiredf

rankling memory
we sing thus;

we will know thee.

ISIDOR SCHNEIDER

OCEAN AQUARIUM

I
DO not love nature but I give great attention and respect to

the elements. I am not pleasant about things that are on-the-

make or reproductive. The elements belong to eternity and

are a communication. When it rains I pause in my life and

say to myself "it rains and all the unforgotten rains are

raining."

Tonight the wind from the Atlantic blows until outside there

is only wind. I follow it back to its beginning at the middle of

the ocean . . . The fish and sea-flowers and sponges have
withdrawn to a position behind the wind and there I can watch
the fish swimming up and down making a glistening wall of

light, rolling their eyes and flashing their fins at the empty water

left to the winds. And I know if the sea were uninhabited man
would have died of his terror of an empty sea.
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LANDSCAPE

WATER-OATS that marked and hid the river are

dead now ... all night wild ducks and water
birds make their wooden noises. At evening the

sea-meadows and the river show corrupt and silent

colours. Today the sun through an ocean gale and
ocean clouds poured steady parallels of light into the heavy
sunken bay: a holy picture where some one stronger than Jesus
might walk.

This is the bay.

There are a lot of houses in the town. She must have lived in

one of them. But that does not matter. . .

She told me that she used to come here . . . cross this

bay to the ocean beyond every day in her white boat. I did not

know her then, I do not know her now. She has even long ago

left her description . . but this is the bay.

I have seen in northern places, just before a storm, old sunken
docks, boats and rocks on the bottom of great waters, raise dark

terrifying reflections of themselves to the too quiet surface.

I watch the bay in all weathers. There is upon it in the nights

a pale white reflection: a ner\e-chart of tiny routes made by a

white boat.
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EVA GAUTIER BY STELLA





MARCEL DUCHAMP BY STELLA
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STUDY FOR SKYSCRAPER BY STELLA





"GARDENING WITH BRAINS"
by jh

s
CENE: ^'The Little Review" in summer quarters:

tiny house with large garden by the sea.

CHARACTERS: M. C. A. and jh. jh. working in

garden. M. C. A. comes down the lawn dressed in black silk

Annette Kellerman, Limited; large white coral beads about
neck, bracelets, short hair elaborately trained about elaborately

indifferent head.

jh. Why don't you ever come down and have a look at the

garden?

M. C. A. I don't know anything about such things

—

(ap-

proaches as if entering a ball room).—What are these?

jh. Tomatoes.

M. C. A. And these?

jh. Potatoes.

M. C. A. I don't see any.

///. They grow under the ground.

M. C. A. How exasperating!

{neurotic silence)

T don't see how you can keep your interest if everything grows
under the ground.

jh. Everything doesn't. Tomatoes grow on top, potatoes under.

M. C. A. Aren't you smart to know such things?

jh. I have to—What would I do if I ever got the seeds mixed
and dug into a t-o-m-a-t-o!!!

M. C. A. {turning to go, with a sweeping gesture)—Is there

anything so charming as a garden by the seal

jh. {imitating M. C. A.'s manner)—Ah! but the sea-weeds!!
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ULYSSES

WE are Ulysses mad. It is impossible to go anywhere or

read anything without getting into some jibberish about
Ulysses. Ulysses ran serially in the Little Review for

three years . . . scarcely a peep from the now swooning critics

except to mock it. Issues were held up by the post office and
destroyed, we were tried and fined for sections of the book, but

no art-sharks attended. Burton Rascoe, who runs the Book-
man's Day Book in the New York Tribune, perhaps speaks for

them all : when challenged for a past valuation of the book he

explained that he didn't know it was a masterpiece when it was
running in the Little Review because some of the words were
misspelled, etc. We admit that they were, but we took the copy
to the printer year after year, as it were, without a mark of our

own upon it. Joyce, I have heard, rewrote, made corrections

and revisions in the proofs of the book itself until the cost of

perfection far outstripped all possible returns. Ulysses as it

appeared in the Little Review is now in demand as a first

printing.

We have been asked how we ever got a printer in New York
to set it for us: We found a Serbian printer, a man of education,

temperament, and fantastic business methods. He and his two
daughters were the shop. His mother had been the poet-laureate

of Serbia and he "knew the beautiful words." He did not ask

to be freed from liability in case of trouble with the post office.

Ulysses was discussed in the shop with easy understanding and

acute pride. Sometimes we were asked in troubled English about

certain words. "Ah yes, I know, in Serbia those words are good
for the people but in America it is not good, the people are not

brave about words, they are not healthy about words; in Amer-
ica you go in prison."

But to get back to the reviews, Richard Aldington's was inter-

nationally bad and unrelated to Ulysses. Then there was John
Eglington's piercing blindness. But the praise is as unthought
and as hysterical as the rejections. There aren't any critics in

this place. None of these make-believe critics knows anything
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about the creation of a work of art. They rave with the same
abandon about Cabell, a cream puff sculptor, and Santayana.

If there had been some of this camp-meeting ecstasy about

Ulysses when it was appearing in the Little Review the book
might have been saved for American publication, the audience

that was reading it in the Little Review might have been able

to own the book, Joyce might have had enough in royalties to

ensure him treatments for threatened blindness—and the dis-

gusting profiteering on the part of dealers might have been less

fat. (A single copy has already brought more than $500.)

—

jh.

HAVING A GLAND TIME
Dear Readers:

ISADORA, de milles et une nuits, has been romping again for

us. She gave one of her "joint"-recitals as of yore, which
seemed to get by all right, in spite of the activities of the

''Society for the prevention of cruelty to glands."

You will recall her, I know, for she founded the "Gentle Re-

quest" school of breeding. She wants to start another school in

America, and she should. She is the Civic-Virtue-ess of danc-

ing, nay, she is "Libertine encumbering the world."

You would be surprised to know of the people who are achiev-

ing that state of Nervana where one feels one's Art and one's

glands simultaneously and satisfactorily. There is the one who
dashes off plays, in the negro-Maeterlinckian vein, between the

last drop of OOLONG and the first call to Cotuits. So active!

Then there is the Amateur-Bohemian-Society-woman-Interior-
Desecrator. who desecrates her club today, a theatre tomorrow,

and between times, while resting on her laurels, gives an audi-

ence to an Artist, defining his position to him. And she is so

recklessly simple!

a tantot, votre,

NARCISSE.
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NOTES

I
HAD planned to make a few notes on the "fall" books for the

Little Review, but I came upon Edith Wharton's "Glimpses
of the Moon" right at the start and I was slain. So this is Mrs.

Wharton—every day in every way she has hunted too long on
the same ground. She has become as trivial and fluffy-brained

as the society in which she plays. If she just wouldn't try to

write about it with understanding. How can any one under-

stand anything that one has been part of for years and years.

The book is in Atherton-Glynn style, about two people who have
a tragedy every time they commit some trivial dishonesty or

make a social deflection, but who are given a glimpse of the moon
whenever they exchange their behavior for a fundamental crime
or stupidity.

Something should be said about Ben Hecht's latest efforts,

"Gargoyles" and "Fantazius Mallare," if he hasn't said it all in

his titles. "Fantazius" has brought the obscene government
down upon him, but we have heard no word of a trial. There is

nothing in the book for adult education.

It is so easy to rail at censorship that we forget to applaud the

intelligence of a now and then judge who backs up the artist.

Judge Oberwager of New York recently tried to rescue three

books from Mr. Sumner's Klu Klux. "Satyricon" was one of

them.

Boni and Liveright seem to have an ambition to publish books

of permanent literary value. They would do well to take more
pride in the making of the books themselves. Knopf is doing

both. Seltzer and Doran do well by the first-rate second-raters.

But as I said at the beginning of this note, I am off novels this

season ; and I am off most music and the theatre.

The performance of "Six Characters in Search of an Author"
shows you all you need to know about actors. I suppose a

revolution could be started against the theatre: we could march
in Fifth Avenue with banners, wear some brand of shirt, mess
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up the theatrical offices, raise a fund to hire the actors not to act,

and rid ourselves of this Broadway product. But those who
think they have broken through into art are devastating: the

Barrymores, Margaret Wycherley, et al. A clenched fist pressed

on the air or high on the breast, to the accompaniment of a sub-

uterine voice, is Margaret Wycherley's technique to proclaim
high art. 1 am unable to say what "Six Characters" might be
if it could be disentangled from all the wrong things. It is

wordy and inchoate as given by standard actors.

There is hope that something will break from such attempts

as the Greenwich Village Follies and the vaudeville.—y'A.

A
WORDS

S is obvious, there is no communication in words.
1 quote myself in the last issue of the Little Review:

Criticism in New York is one of the allied fashion-

designing trades. The art talk of the lay-intellectual is a

radio of the fashion-art journals. Ever}' smart journal has its

Well-Dressed Man and its well-dressed artist feature. The
Dial has Paul Rosenfeld.

At op.ce we received a telegram from Paul Rosenfeld:

"You do me a wrong, I have not been well-dressed since

1913."

—and in the Neix^ Republic, of October 1 1 Sherwood Anderson
in his article "Four American Impressions" quotes the above into

"our well-dressed writer of prose" and thinks "Paul Rosenfeld
would not too much resent the connotations of that."

It doesn't seem possible that any nature, however sweet, could

strain my connotations into a compliment. I can see nothing
essential in Paul Rosenfeld's writing. The words are not essen-

tial to the subject, the subject is not essential to Mr. Rosenfeld.

He writes about pleasant things pleasantly.

I didn't find Sherwood's "impression" of Rosenfeld interesting.
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I find more friendship than conviction in the article. But—he

calls his article "impressions," not valuations or criticism. . .

If I were an easy writer I should like some time to write my
impression of Sherwood. The evidence about every one is al-

ways wrong—I mean the evidence that we give about ourselves

in words and acts and appearance to him who runs. The artist

can prove no alibi once he has produced. The critics protest

that Sherwood "writes of the soul of the American people."

Since that soul as advertised is made up of Desire for Greatness,

Money-Getting, Conformity, and Sanity I fail to see Sherwood
as its laureate. Sherwood is more inevitable than conscious. He
is apropos his material. He is pre-natal and he writes about a

pre-natal America. He writes about people who are for the

first time struggling with other problems and impulses than

those of "gettin' on."

On the other hand those who froth at his "inarticulate prosi-

ness" or his "bad English" miss him entirely. We printed a

story of his in the Little Review with this as a first sentence:

"There was a woman come to Chicago once." We got so much
jeering that we were almost tempted to explain that we liked it.

The Little Review is a record of the creative energy of this

period : absolute achievement, experiments and existences. There
is the evidence in Sherwood Anderson's writing of an existence

that is important and great.

Great grammar or great existence?—what is a great writer?
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SECESSION
Dear jh

:

I
RATHER enjoy these little "fusses," and almost all argu-

ments when removed from the time-honoured realms of mo-
rality. The trouble with you is that you have had to fight

against the mere taboo element so long (and nobly!) that you

are apt to become merely personal in your answers to other

arraignments. You do this brilliantly, but, when it comes to

the real question in hand you are apt to miss fire. And I think

you did so in your jeer for Secession in the last L. R,,—husky

hooter that you are!

Number 2 Secession had some good stuff in it, and you may
have noticed a mention to the efifect that it was not saturated

with that passion for reconciliation that animated the N. Y.

Evening Post. ^^^^ CRANE.

YOU take me too seriously. I may have spoken about this

"taboo element," and a lot of other things, but I have never

fought anything.

I make quite an effort to miss the "real question."

When I was little I could never see a strange cat without shy-

ing a stone at it with hoots of challenge. I like cats, I never

tried to hit one; I have rescued and even wept over cats, but

I like to see them run. There is something in their nature that

calls for the stone. Many people call for the stone, The mourn-
fully militant Munson wrote us a letter, in answer to my note

about Secession, that was a perfection of reaction . . . and now
in the latest Secession he says I'm always wrong— ? Yes, you

may call us personal. Wc try to address our remarks to the

person we have in mind rather than, as is the convention, to the

(or a) literary state.

—

jh.
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MA MAIN TREMBLE

LES dockers chantent a tue-tete

Nous poursuivons notre route perdus dans la foule;

comme les oiseaux sur la plaine.

les arbreSf les fleurs, les animaux, sont des personnes

plus sensibles que les hommes.
Mais moij j'ai un bandeau sur les yeux
pour ne pas voir les couchers de soleil;

les couchers de soleil ne sont pas assez beaux

et me feraient pleurer;

la lune n'est pas assez belle,

les femmes ne sont pas assez belles;

il n' y a que les boutiques d' armurier qui me plaisent,

elles me plaisent parceque je n'aitne pas la chasse,

je n'aime pas la guerre,

et j'ai peur de mourir.

Un jour mon grand pere dit a mon pere:

c'est aussi dur de se sSparer de la mort que de la vie;

je trouvai cette pensee si belle

quelle me fit hausser les Spaules,

et je detournai la conversation par discretion.

la vie est insensee;

le printemps est en automne
rautomne au printemps,

I'ete en hiver et I'hiver en ete;

j'aime mieux mes larmes

et mon chapeau neuf.

Je foule aux pieds

les papillons aux couleurs si jolieset guilloches

car toute beaute est un vice de la nature

Mais les dockers chantent a tue-tete

comme les oiseaux sur la plaine.

FRANCIS PICABIA
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MOONRISE BY STELLA





L'ARBE DE MA VIE BY STELLA





TROPICAL SONATA BY STELLA





AESTHETIC MEDITATIONS*
ON PAINTING

THE CUBIST PAINTERS
Second Series

PICASSO

IF
we knew all the gods would awaken. Born of the profound
knowledge which humanity has kept of itself, the adored
pantheisms which resemble it have grown drowsy. But,
despite the eternal sleep there are eyes where humanities
similar to the phantoms, joyous and divine, are reflected.

These eyes are as attentive as the flowers whose desire it is always
to behold the Sun. O fertile joy! There are men who see with
these eyes.

At that time Picasso had looked upon the human images
which float in the azure of our memories and partake of divinity

to damn the metaphysicians. How pious are his skies, all alive

with flight, his lights low and dull like the light in grottoes!

There are children who have gone astray without learning the

catechism. They stop, and the rain ceases. "Look, there are

people in these buildings and their garments are poor." These
children who one does not fondle understand so much! "Mama,
love me, love me well !" They know how to frolic and the turns

they make are m.cntal evolutions.

Today these women whom one no longer loves recall them--

sclves. They have too often repeated their brittle ideas. They
do not pray; they are devotees of souvenirs. They cower in the

*A1I rights reserved for all countries, including Sweden, Norway and Ru^bia, by Letz-Courbiere.
Translated bv Mrs. Charles Knoblauch, for the Soci^t^ Anonyme.
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twilight like an ancient church. These women renounce and
their fingers would move to plait crowns of straw. With the

day they disappear, they console themselves in the silence. They
cross many thresholds : mothers guard the cradles that the new
born may receive no evil heritage: when they bend over the

cradles the little children smile because they know they are so

good.

They have often given thanks and the gestures of their fore-

arms tremble like their eyeballs.

Enveloped in frozen mist old men wait unthinkingly, for it is

children only who meditate. These old men, animated by memo-
ries of distant countries, by the quarrels of beasts, and visions of

roughened hair, can beg without humility.

Other beggars have been used up by life. These are the infirm,

the cripples and ragamuffins. They are amazed to have reached

the end that has remained blue, but is no longer the horizon.

Growing old, they have become foolish like Kings who have too

many troops of elephants carrying little citadels. There are

travelers who confound the flowers and the stars.

Grown old they die like oxen, at twenty-five. The young have
led the sucklings to the moon.
On a clear day some women are silent, their bodies are

angelic and their glances tremble.

As for danger—their smiles are interior. They wait until

frightened to confess innocent sins.

For the space of a year Picasso lived through this damp paint-

ing, blue as the humid depths of an abyss, and full of pity.

Pity made Picasso harsher. There apeared in the squares one

who had been hanged, stretched against the houses above the

oblique passerby. Those who have been tortured awaited a re-

deemer. Miraculously the gallows overlapped the roofs, the

panes flame with the flowers of windows.

In the rooms poor painters drew fleecy nudities by lamp light.

A woman's shoes abandoned by the bed signifies a tender haste.

Calm came after this frenzy.

The harlequins live beneath the faded rags when paint gathers
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warmth or whitens its colours to tell of the strength and duration
of their passions, when the lines limited by the tights bend, cut

themselves off, or shoot forth.

In a square room paternity transfigures Harlequin while his

wife bathes herself in cold water and admires herself, as frail

and slim as her husband the puppet. Nearby fire warms the

gypsy wagon, pretty songs mingle in the air and somewhere
passing soldiers curse the day.

Love is good when one adorns it, and the habit of loving at

home doubles the paternal sentiment. The child brings the

woman whom Picasso desired, glorious and immaculate, closer

to the father.

The primiparous mothers no longer await the child, perhaps

because of certain raven-like chatterers of ill omen.
Christmas! They brought forth future acrobats amid familiar

monkeys, white horses and dogs like bears.

The adolescent sisters treading in Equilibrium the great balls

of mountebanks ordain to these spheres the radiant movement
of worlds. These impubereal adolescents have the solicitudes

of innocence, the animals teach them the mystery of religion.

Harlequins accompany the glory of women whom they resemble,

being neither male nor female. The colour has the flatness of

frescoes, the lines are firm. But at the extremes of life the ani-

mals are human and the sexes undecided.

Hybrid beasts have the conscience of the demi-gods of Egypt:

taciturn harlequins have foreheads and cheeks withered by

morbid sensuality.

These mountebanks must not be confounded with actors. Their
observer must be pious for they celebrate mute rites with diffi-

cult agility. It is this which distinguished this painter from the

Greek potters whose designs he sometimes simulated. On the

painted pottery bearded and loquacious priests offered in sacri-

fice animals who arc resigned and without destiny. Here the

virility is beardless but manifests itself in the nerves of their

arms ; of the flat parts of the face ; and the animals arc mysterious.

Picasso's taste for the line which flees, changes and penetrates,

has produced examples almost unique of linear dry points where

he has not altered the general aspect of the world.
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This Malaguegne bruised us like a brief cold. His medita-
tions bare themselves in silence. He came from afar, from the
richness of composition and of brutal decoration of the Spaniards
of the 17th Century. And those who knew him recall the rapid
truculences which were already past the point of experiments.

His insistence upon the pursuit of beauty has since changed
everything in art.

Then, severely he questioned the universe. He accustomed
himself to the immense light of depths. And sometimes he has
not disdained to confide actual objects to the light, a tu'penny
song, a real postage stamp, a bit of oil cloth on which is printed

the caning of a chair. The art of the painter would not add a

single picturesque element to the verity of these objects.

Surprise laughs savagely in the purity of the light, and it

is legitimate that numbers, moulded letters should appear as

picturesque elements, new in art, but long since impregnated
with humanity.

It is not possible to divine the possibilities, nor all the tenden-

cies, of an art so profound and minute.

The real object or an illusion is no doubt called upon to play

a more and more important role. It is the inner frame of the

picture and marks the limits of its profundity, in the same way
that the frame marks its exterior limits.

Imitating the planes to represent volumes, Picasso gives to

the divers elements which compose the objects an enumeration

so complete, so sharp that they do not take the shape of the

object, thanks to the work of the spectators who are forced to

see them simultaneously by the mere reason of their arrange-

ment,

^rhis art— is it more profound than elevated? It does not

dispense with the observation of nature and acts upon us as

familiarly as nature herself.

There are poets to whom the muse dictates their verse, there

are artists whose hand is guided by an unknown being who
makes use of them as of an instrument. For them there is no
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fatigue for they do not work and can produce much every hour,
every day, in every country, and at any season : these are not men
but poetic and artistic machines. Their reason is powerless
against themselves, they do not struggle, and their works show no
signs of efTfort. They are not divine and can do without them-
selves. They arc like prolongations of nature, and their work
does not pass through the intelligence. They can arouse emotion
without humanizing the harmonies which they excite. There
are, on the contrary, other poets and other artists who exert

themselves, they turn to nature, but have with her no immediate
contact, they must draw everything from within themselves, and
no demon, no muse inspires them. They dwell in solitude and
nothing is expressed but what they have themselves stuttered,

stuttered so often that they many times make effort after effort,

trial after trial to formulate that which they desire to express.

Men created in the image of God will one day rest to admire their

own work. But what fatigue, what imperfection, what gross-

ness!

Picasso was an artist like the first. There has never been so

fantastic a spectacle as the metamorphosis which he underwent
in becoming an artist like the second.

For Picasso the design to die formed itself while he was
looking at the circumflex eyebrows of his best friend, which
were restlessly jumping up and down. Another of his friends

brought him one day to the confines of a mystical country where
the inhabitants were at once so simple and so grotesque that one

could easily remake them.

And then, really, anatomy for example no longer existed in

art, he had to reinvent it, and to execute his own assassination

with the science and skill of a great surgeon.

The great revolution of the arts which he accomplished almost

alone is that the world is his new representation.

Enormous conflagration.
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A new man, the world is his new representation. He enumer-
ates the elements, details them with a brutality which also knows
how to be gracious. It is a newborn infant who puts order in

the universe for his own personal use, and to the end also of

facilitating his relations with his fellow men. This enumera-
tion has the grandeur of an epic poem, and with order the drama
will burst into flower. One may contest a system, an idea, a date,

a resemblance, but I do not see how one can contest the simple

act of enumerating. From the plastic point of view it might be

that he would have been able to get on without so much of the

truth, but this truth once seen it became necessary. And then,

—

there are countries. A grotto in a forest where one cut capers, a

trip on a donkey to the edge of a precipice, and the entry into

a village where everything smells of warm oil and rancid wine.

Or again the expedition to a cemetery, the purchase of a beaded

wreath, a wreath of immortels, and the mention of 'Mille Re-

grets' which is inimitable. I have also heard of candelabra in

glazed clay which were so applied upon canvas that they seemed

to spring from it. Pendants of crystal, and that famous 'Return

from Havre.'

As for me, I am not afraid of Art nor have I a single prejudice

as to the painters' material.

The Mosaicists paint with marble or woods of diflferent col-

ours. An Italian artist has been mentioned who paints with fecal

matter; during the French Revolution some one painted with
blood. One may paint with anything he wishes, with pipes, with

postage stamps, with post cards, or playing cards, with candel-

abra, with bits of oil cloth, with collars, coloured paper, or news-

papers. For me it is enough to see the work, the work must be

seen for it is by the quantity of work furnished by the artist that

the value of a work of art is measured.

Delicate contrasts, parallel lines, the trade of a workingman,
sometimes even the object itself, sometimes an indication of it,

sometimes an enumeration which individualizes itself, less of

sweetness than of coarseness. One does not choose in the modern,

as one accepts fashion, without discussing it.

Painting. . .an astonishing art whose light is illimitable.
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GEORGES BRAQUE
PEACEFUL appearances in plastic generalization, this is

what, in a temperate region, the art of Georges Braque has

joined together. ,

Georges Braque is the first of the new painters to renew, after

his aesthetic metamorphosis, his contact with the public.

This important event took place at the Salon des Independants
in 1908.

Today the historic role played by the Salon des Independants
begins to be clearly defined. The art of the 19th Century—the

art by which the integrity of French genius has, once again,

shown itself,—is one long revolt against academic routine to

which the rebels opposed the authentic traditions which escape

the masters of that degenerate art which defends the citadel of

the rue Bonaparte.

The Salon des Independants has played since its foundation
a preponderating role in the evolution of modern art. It has

revealed to us in turn the tendencies and personalities which
have for twenty-five years composed the history of French paint-

ing. Today it is the only school which counts, and which pursues

in the presence of the universe the logic of great traditions and
shows a great intensity of life.

It is but proper to add that the grotesque does not appear in

the Salon des Independants in any larger proportion than it does

under the guise of so-called legitimate art in the official salons.

For the rest the artistic culture of our days no longer rises

from social discipline. And it was not the least of the merits

of the art manifested in 1908 in a work of Georges Braque that

it was in accord with the society in which his evolution has taken

place.

This feature, which had not appeared since the good period of

Dutch painting, constitutes in sum the social element of the Revo-
lution for which Georges Braque was the spokesman.

It would have appeared two or three years earlier, if Picasso
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had exhibited, but silence was necessary for him, and who knows
whether the mockeries of which Georges Braque was the butt

would not have caused a Picasso to turn aside from the difficult

path wherein, at first, he had walked all alone.

But, in 1909, the revolution which renewed the plastic arts

was an accomplished fact. The pleasantries of the public and
of the critics could no longer hinder it.

More astonishing perhaps than the novelties which appeared
in the pictures of Georges Braque was the fact that one of the

young painters, without abandoning himself to the affectations

of the illustrators had restored to honour the order and crafts-

manship without which there is no art.

Here then is Georges Braque. His role was heroic. His art

peaceful and admirable. His exerts himself seriously. He ex-

presses a beauty, a beauty full of tenderness, and the pearl-like

quality of his pictures irridiates our understanding. He is an

angelic painter.

He has taught men and other painters the aesthetic use of forms

so unknown that only a few poets had suspected them. These
luminous signs glow around us, but only a few painters have

disentangled their plastic significance. Workmanship, above

all in its grossest realisations, contains a multitude of aesthetic

elements whose novelty is always in accord with the sentiment

of the sublime, which permits man to order chaos: that which
appears new must not be despised, nor that which is dirty, nor

that which we use, the imitation wood or marble of house

painters. Even if these appearances seem trivial a man must,

when the action requires it, begin with these trifles.

T detest artists who are not of their epoch, and, just as the

language of the people was, for Malherbe, the proper language

of his period, the workmanship of the artisan, of the house

painters should be for the artist the most vigorous material

expression of painting.
,

Georges Braque should be called the verifier. He has verified

all the novelties of modern art and he will verify yet more.
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JEAN METZINGER

NO one of the young contemporary painters has known as

much injustice, nor has shown more resolution than this

clever artist, Jean Metzinger—one of the most genuine
artists that lives today. He has never refused to accept the lesson

of events. In the painful journey which he has made in search
of discipline, Jean Metzinger has paused in all the well-policed
towns he came to on the way.
We first met him in that elegant and modern city of Neo-

Impressionism of which Georges Seurat was the founder and
architect.

This great painter is not yet appreciated at his true value.

His works have, in design, in composition, in the very dis-

cretion of the contrasted lights a style which sets them apart,

and perhaps even above the most of the works of the painters

who are his contemporaries.

No painter makes me think of Moliere as does Seurat, of the

Moliere of the 'Bourgeois Gentilhomme,' which is a ballet full

of grace, lyricism and good sense. And canvasses like the

'Cirque' or the 'Chahut' are also ballets full of grace, lyricism

and common sense.

The Neo-Tmpressionist painters are those who, to cite Paul
Signac, "have since 1886 inaugurated and developed the so-

called technique of division in employing as a means of expres-

sion an optical mixture of tones and shades." This technique

might recall the art of the Byzantine mosaicists, and I remember
that one day, in a letter addressed to M. Charles Morice, Signac

also referred to the Libreria of Sienna.

This technique, so luminous in itself, and which set in order

the impressionistic novelties, was divined and also applied by

Delacroix, to whom it had been revealed by a study of the

pictures of Constable.

It was Seurat, who in 1886 exhibited the first "divided" pic-

ture
—'Un Dimanche a la grande-Tatte."* It was he who carried

furthest the contrast of complementary colours in the compo-
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sition of pictures. The influence of Seurat is felt today even at

the Beaux Arts, and will still further vitalise painting.

Jean Metzinger played a role among the clever and laborious

divisionists. However the coloured minutiae of the Neo-Impres-
sionists were only used to indicate what elements formed the

Style of an epoch which, to contemporary eyes, appeared in

nearly all its aspects, both industrial and artistic, to be devoid

of it. Seurat, with a precision which might be called genius,

has drawn certain pictures of his epoch in which the firmness of

the style is equalled by the almost scientific clearness of the con-

ception ('Le Chahut,' 'Le Cirque,' which almost belong to

"scientific cubism.") He assembled everything in the art of his

time to fix the gestures which characterize this fin de siecle, this

end of the 19th Century where all was angular, enervated,

puerilely insolent and sentimentally comic.

So beautiful an intellectual spectacle could never be pro-

longed, and once the picturesque style which disengages itself

from the art of the 19th Century had been indicated, Neo-
Impressionism ceased to play an interesting role. It brought
no novelties, other than the contrast of complementary colours,

and indicated the esthetic value of the novelties which the

preceding schools had discovered since the end of the 18th

Century. Too many new elements solicited the young painters.

They could not immobilise themselves in an art which, being
the last and strictest expression of an artistic period, had, with
the first stroke, given its full artistic measure.

This discipline became a tiresome rule. The loud coloured
shrieks of the Fauves were bursting out in the distance. They
attracted Jean Metzinger, and, without doubt, opened up for him
the symbolic significance of the colours and the forms which
they represent. And when the Barbarians had left that bar-

barous but unsavage city given over to luxury and violent orgies,

and the Fauves had ceased to bellow, there remained nothing
but peaceful bureaucrats who resembled feature for feature

the functionaries of the rue Bonaparte at Paris. Then the king-

dom of the Fauves whose civilization had appeared so new, so
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powerful, so startling, took on suddenly the aspect of a deserted

village.

It was then that Jean Metzinger, joining Picasso and Braque,

founded the Cubist City. The discipline there is strict, but does

not yet run the risk of becoming a system, and freedom is

greater there than anywhere else.

From his association with the Neo-Impressionists, Jean Metz-
inger has kept a taste for minutiae—a taste by no means medi-

ocre.

There is nothing incomplete about his works. Nothing which
is not the fruit of a rigorous logic; and if he has ever been mis-

taken (which is something I do not know, nor care to know) it

has not been by chance.

When one wishes to explain the art of our epoch, his work
will be one of the surest documents. It is thanks to the pictures

of Metzinger that a point of departure can be made between

that which has an aesthetic value in our art and that which has

not. A painting of Metzingers always contains its own explana-

tion. That is perhaps a noble weakness, but it is certainly the

result of a lofty conscience, and is, I believe, a case unique in

the history of art.

From the moment that one approaches a picture of Metzinger's

one feels that the artist has had a firm resolve to take seriously

only that which is serious; one feels that, in accordance with a

method which seems to me excellent, events furnish him with the

plastic elements of his art. But, even if he accepts them all, he

does not use them haphazardly.

His work is sane, more so no doubt than that of most of his

contemporaries. He will charm those who love to know the

reason of things, and these reasons have the qualities necessary

to satisfy the mind.

The works of Jean Metzinger have purity; his meditations

take beautiful forms whose harmony tends to approach the sub-
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lime. The new ensembles which he composes are entirely

stripped of all that was known before him.
His art always more and more abstract, but always agreeable,

approaches and seeks to resolve the most difficult and unexpected
problems of aesthetics. Each one of his pictures contains a

judgment of the universe and his entire work resembles a

nocturnal firmament when it is clear, free from all clouds and
trembling with adorable lights.

There is nothing incomplete in his works, poetry ennobles
the smallest details.

ALBERT GLEIZES
THE works of Albert Gleizes are powerful harmonies, which

must not be confounded with the theoretical cubism devised
by the scientific painters. I recall his essays. In them his

desire to bring back his art to his simplest elements could already
be felt. At his debut Albert Gleizes found himself face to face

with flourishing schools:—the last impressionists, the symbolists,

some of whom had become intimists, the neo-impressionists,

divisionists, Fauves—he was almost in the situation in which the

custom-house-officer Rosseau found himself—face to fact with
the academic and intellectual qualities of the official salons.

It was then that he understood the works of Cezanne, who had
influenced the first Cubists.

Then those harmonies developed which are among the most
serious results which the plastic arts which have produced for

the last ten years, and the most worthy of attention.

The portraits of Albert Gleizes show sufficiently that in his

art, as m the art of most of the new painters, the individualisation

of the objects is not solely the work of the spectators.

The pictures of Albert Gleizes and those of many of the young
artists are often regarded as timid generalisations. And yet in

most of the new pictures the individual characters are marked
with a decision, a minuteness even, which could not escape those

who have seen the new painters at work or who have studied

their paintings with a little attention.

Soft generalization is rather a trait of the intellectual painter
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of the decadence. What individual characters are there in the
paintings of a Henry de Groux, who generalizes the decadent
sentiment of the imitators of Baudelaire, or in the pictures of a
Zuloaga, who generalizes the conventional Spain of the last

romantics. True generalization goes with a more profound indi-

vidulisation, which lives in the light as in the pictures of the
Impressionists—in the style of Claude Monet, or of Seurat, or
of Picasso himself; these artists generalize their sincerity and
have renounced the defining of superficial characteristics. There
is not a tree, a house, or a personnage whose individual charac-
teristics the impressionists have kept.

It was an impressionist painter who, before starting a portrait,

announced that he would not make a mere likeness. But there is

a generalisation at once vaster and more precise. It is thus that

portrait painting is one of the important branches of the art

of the new painters. They can always guarantee the likeness and
I have never seen one of their portraits which was not a resem-
blance.

What regard for the reality of the individual characters
could painters like Bouguereau have had, or Henner?
With many of the new painters, each plastic conception is

again individualised in the generalisation with a patience which
must be recognized.

Because they do not concern themselves with chronology, or

history, or geography, because they bring together that which
had never been brought together before, because a Gleizes at-

tempts, in disengaging the elements of artistic emotion, to drama-
tise the objects which he depicts, one might say that the goal of

their art has a sublime precision.

All the figures in the pictures of Albert Gleizes are not the

same figures, all the trees, a tree, all the rivers, a river; but the

spectator, if he can rise to general ideas, might very well gener-

alize this figure, this tree, this river, because the work of the

painter has raised these objects to so superior a degree of

plasticity,—a degree of plasticity such that all the elements which

constitute the individual characters are represented with the

same dramatic majesty.

Majesty : this is what, above all, characterizes the art of Albert
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Gleizes. He thus brings a startling innovation to contemporary
art. Something that before him was found in but few of the

modern painters.

This majesty arouses and provokes the imagination; consid-

ered from the plastic point of view, it is the immensity of things.

This art is vigorous. The pictures of Albert Gleizes are

realised by a force of the same sort as that which realised the

Pyramids and the Cathedrals, the constructions in metal, the

bridges and the tunnels.

These works have sometimes a slightly awkward aspect like

the great works which humanity rates highest because truly, the

aim of him who produces them is always to do the best possible

work. And the highest aim an artist can have in his work is to

do his best. And he is base indeed who contents himself by suc-

ceeding in his work without effort, without work, without having

done the very best that he could.

MLLE. MARIE LAURENCIN
OUR epoch has permitted feminine talents to flourish in art

and literature.

Women bring to art a new vision full of the joy of the

universe.

There have been women painters in every age and this mar-
velous art offers to the mind and the imagination such delicate

charms that one would not have been astonished had there been

an even greater number of women painters.

16th Century Italy produced Sophonisba, Angussola, cele-

brated by Lanzi and Vassari. Paul IV and the King of Spain
disputed for her works. They are to be found in Madrid, Flor-

ence, Genoa and London. The Louvre has none. Born at

Cremona, about 1530, she quickly excelled her master Ber-

nardino and carried far the art of portrait painting. The
moderns have occasionally attributed some of her portraits to

Titian himself. After having achieved the greatest success at

the Court of Philip II she ended by retiring to Genoa, where
she became blind. Lanzi says that she passed for the best

thinker on art of her Century, and Van Dyck, who came to hear
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her affirmed that he had learned more from this blind old woman
than from the keenest-sighted painter.

Sophonisba Angussola is, up to the present time, the most
notable example of feminine glory achieved in the plastic arts.

Mile. Marie Laurencin has known how to express, in the

major art of painting, an entirely feminine aesthetic.

It could be divined from her first paintings, drawings and
etchings although these attempts were signalized only by a

certain natural simplicity that the artist who was soon to reveal

herself would one day express the grace and charm of the world.
Then she painted pictures in which the arabesque turned into

delicate figures.

Ever since, through all her studies, this feminine arabesque,
the knowledge of which she has managed to keep intact, can
always be found.

While a Picasso preoccupies himself with exalting the hitherto

unknown picturesqueness of an object to make it render all that

it can give of an aesthetic emotion. Mile. Laurencin, whose art

is derived from that of Henri Matisse and Picasso, devotes her-

self, first of all to expressing the picturesque novelty of objects

and figures. Her art is consequently less severe than that of

Picasso, with whose art, nevertheless, hers is not without analogy.
This anology lies in the enumeration of the elements which
compose the picture. Thus she adheres to nature, studying it

intently, but carefully avoiding all that is neither young nor
graceful, and she accepts the unknown elements of things only
when they have a youthful aspect.

I think that it is with deliberate design that she has turned her
art, whether grave or gay, to the young and new. Feminine
aesthetics, which, up to the present, have never shown themselves
except in the applied arts, such as lace and embroidery, had to

express, above all in painting, the very freshness of this femi-

ninity. Later other women will come who will explore still other
feminine aspects of the universe.

As an artist Mile. Laurencin may be placed between Picasso
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and Le Douanier Rosseau. This is not a hierarchical indica-

tion but a simple statement of relationship. Her art dances,

like Salome, between that of Picasso, who like a new John the

Baptist bathes all the arts in a baptism of light, and that of

Rosseau, a sentimental Herod, a sumptuous and puerile old man
whom love led to the outskirts of intellectualism, where the angels

came on heavy wings to distract his grief and prevent him from
penetrating into the frightful kingdom of which he had become
Le Douanier; and finally they admitted the old man to their

midst.

Le jeunesse artistique have already borne witness to the honour
in which they hold the works of what that poor old angel, Henri
Rosseau, Le Douanier, who died toward the end of the summer
of 1910. He might also be called the Master of Plaisance, as

much on account of the quarter in which he lived as for the

reasons which make his pictures so agreeable to contemplate.

Few artists have been more mocked at during their life than

Le Douanier, and few men opposed a calmer front to the rail-

leries and insults with which he was drenched. This courteous

old man always maintained the same tranquil humor, and, by a

happy turn in his character, he managed to find even in the

mockeries and insults an evidence of the interest which even the

most malevolent were obliged to take in his work. This serenity,

be it well understood, was only pride. Le Douatiier was con-

scious of his power. He happened once or twice to say that he

was the ablest painter of his time, and it is possible that to a

certain extent he was not so very much mistaken. It is true,

and this can be felt, that he lacked in his youth an artistic educa-

tion, but later, when he desired to paint, he contemplated the

masters with passion and it seems that he has been almost alone

among the moderns to divine their secrets.

His defects consisted, and then only at times, of an excess

of sentiment, of a popular good humour above which he could

not rise, and which contrasted somewhat sharply with his artis-

tic enterprises and the attitude he had been able to take in con-

temporary art.

But against these defects what qualities he had! And it is

indeed significant that le jeunesse artistique understood these
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qualities. He can be congratulated especially if his intention was
not only to honour but to garner them.
Le Douanier went to the very end with his pictures,—some-

thing very rare today. One finds in them no mannerisms, no
mode of procedure, no system. Therein lies the variety of his

work. He did not mistrust his imagination any more than he
did his hand. Therein lies the grace and the richness of his

decorative compositions. As he had taken part in the Mexican
campaign, he kept a very precise plastic and poetic recollection

of tropical vegetation and fauna.

The result has been that this Breton, old inhabitant of the

outskirts of Paris, is without doubt the strangest, the most auda-
cious and the most charming painter of the exotic. His 'Snake
Charmer' shows this well enough. But Rousseau was not only
a decorator, nor an image maker either; he was a painter. And
it is this that for some people makes a comprehension of his

work so difficult. He had order, as is shown not only in his

pictures but in his drawings which are as methodical as Persian
miniatures. His art had clearness, as is shown in his feminine
figures, in the composition of his trees, and in the harmonious
song of the dififerent shades of the same color, a style which
belongs only to the French painters, and which distinguishes the

French pictures wherever they are found. I speak, of course,

of the pictures of masters.

The will of this painter was of the strongest. How can this

be doubted in the face of his minuteness which was not feeble-

ness, how can it be doubted before the song of the blues, the

melody of the whites in that 'Noce,' where the figure of an old
peasant makes one think of certain Dutch pictures.

As a painter of portraits, Rousseau is incomparable. A half

length portrait of a woman in blacks and delicate greys is carried

even further than a portrait by Cezanne. Twice I had the

honour of being painted by Rousseau in his little, light studio,

rue Perrel. I have often seen him work and I know the care he
bestowed on all the details, the faculty he had of keeping the

original and definite conception of his picture until he had com-
pleted it, and, also how he left nothing, above all nothing essen-

tial, to chance.
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Among the beautiful sketches by Rousseau, there is none so

astonishing as the litle canvas entitled 'La Carmagnole.' It is

the sketch for the centenaire de I'lndepcndance under which
Rousseau wrote

:

(Aupres de ma blonde Qu'il fait bon, fait, fait bon.)

The variety, the charm, the delicacy of the tones make this

little sketch an excellent bit of nervous design. His flower pic-

tures show the resources of charm and emphasis which were in

the soul and hand of the old Douanier.

It may be remarked in passing that the three painters between
whom I establish no hierarchy, but simply seek to discern the

degree of relationship, are all portrait painters of the highest

order.

In the genial work of Picasso, portraits occupy an important

place and some of them (the portrait of M. Vollard, and the

portrait of M. Kahnweiler) will rank among the masterpieces.

The portraits of Douanier Rousseau seem to be prodigious

works whose full beauty it is as yet impossible for us to measure.

Portraits form also an important part of the work of Mile.
Laurencin.

The prophetic element in the work of a Picasso and the in-

tellectual element which enters, in spite of everything into the

work of Rousseau,—the work of an old man,—finds itself trans-

figured in Mile. Laurencin into an entirely new picturesque

element. It is analogous to the dance and is a rhythmic enu-

meration, infinitely gracious in painting.

Here we find everything which has so far made for the origi-

nality and delicacy of the feminine arts in lace, embroidery and
the tapestry of Bayeux transfigured and glorified. Feminine
art has become a major art and will no longer be confused with
masculine art. Feminine art is brave, courteous and gay. It

dances in the light and languishes in memory. It has never

known imitation, it has never descended to the servility of per-

spective. It is a happy art.

Apropos of 'La Toilette' one of Mile. Laurencin's tenderest

canvases, M. Mario Meunicr, then secretary to M. Rodin, and
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excellent translator of Sapho, Sophocles and Plato told an amus-
ing anecdote. He showed the sculptor some photographs of pic-

tures of the School of the Fauves. By chance there was also

among them a reproduction of a picture by Mile. Laurencin:
"At any rate," said the illustrious old man, "here is one who is

only a 'fauvette',—she knows what grace is. She is serpentine."

That is just it: feminine painting is serpentine. And it is

perhaps that great artist in colour and movement, Loie Fuller,

who was the forerunner of the feminine art of today, when she

invented the successive lights in which were mingled painting,

the dance and that grace which was called quite rightly the

serpentine dance.

And it was apropos of another woman's work that the per-

spicacious wit of Rodin again used that word.

Feminine Art, the art of Mile. Laurencin, tends to become a

pure arabesque humanized by an attentive observation of nature,

which, being expressive, forsakes simple decoration while re-

maining just as agreeable.

(to be concluded)

GUILLAUME APOLLINAIRE

THE READER CRITIC
William Carlos Williams, Rutherford, N. 7. .•

THE Pfcabia number of the Little Review is a distinct success: it gives me
the sense of being arrived, as of any efficient engine in motion, the sense of

being on the tracks or resting on its wings firmly in the air if you prefer.
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Surely everj'thing else in America, everything new being published seems, beside

the present L.R. to be the model of an engine made of wood to represent the

power it does not possess. I am rewon to you, to my own advantage. I mean no

compliment to myself.

I speak of the Little Review, you see, as if it were an object, as if it were

a piece of sculpture. That is very well. It's a real sense of the thing and

shows how deceptive it might be sometimes to hunt up detail and convincing

passages. It would be asinine to seek the total effect in some accidental synthesis

in one of the articles or poems or pictures. The Little Review is power apart

from the quality of the steel or copper or Babbit's metal of which it is made
It is this that I want to say and it is this that most impresses me. I hope I may
be permitted to say that the Little Review is American, that it, yes, alone, is

worth while because it maintains contact with common sense in America. It is

the only important reaction to the American environment, the only reaction that

is not a coat of paint on the stanchion.

After all I don't see why I need defend my failure to point out detail. I

enjoyed thoroughly, absorbedly, ApoUinaire's article. I enjoyed jh, who in this

issue was at her best. Of course I couldn't get eveiything. How could I? I

merely thank you for presenting the stuff so well. As always most of the stuff

printed is bad I suppose—but the Little Review is good.

A. S., Pittsburg:

WHEN I first received a copy of the Little Review I was enthusiastic.

When the second number of "Ashe of Rings" appeared I was unable to

renew my subscription on account of poverty and I feel as though I had

lost something big out of my life because I didn't get to read the last numbers.

I have been working very hard since last September to support my husband

and myself and simply could not afford to subscribe for your magazine and it

makes me feel as though I ought to have revenge on something. My husband

has been working for three weeks and now is laid off again but I think it will

be hard for him to get another job and then I hope the powers that be will lay

off me enough to send money for the Little Revieiu for a year.

I was dead and didn't know it until I read "Aesthetic Meditations." Thanks
and thanks! And damn money and damn all those who think only of the length,

breadth and thickness of things! "God" hear my prayer!

Harriet Monroe, Chicago:

. . . I note jh's remarks (page 46, Spring Number) and I hope she didn't

think I meant to bring the Little Revieiv itself to a stop! That would be an

affliction—we as well as many others who have admired your heroic persistence

would miss you sadly. Please believe that I meant details, not the whole thing

—

details of policy and energy. Indeed, the possible oblitcrative meaning never

occured to me until I read that page.

So permit me to wish a long life, out of the woods, to the Little Review, and

unceasing delight to its editors.
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GOOD PAINTING
AT the present moment under the pretext of modern painting many of the

young painters are setting out to imitate the primitives! Not being able

to originate anything themselves and thinking that what we are doing is

a hoax, they in their turn are trying to put over the hoax of the primitives! They
hope that this painting of long ago is sufficiently forgotten to become again the

fashion ; but in that case it would be the true primitives that would be noticed

and not those who imitate them conscientiously "with a great naivete" : a naivete

which unfortunately has nothing to do with that of the good custom-house

officer, Rousseau ! On the other hand according to Signac, the winners of the

Prix de Rome pattern themselves after Van Dongen (poor winners!) and the

revolutionists after Paolo Uccello ! Truly the cubists can rejoice, there are fine

daj's ahead for them. All things considered I prefer the strained attempts at

originality of Picasso to the sugary postal cards of Signac, and Braque has certainly

more freshness than Luc-Albert Moreau, who uses colour as a glazier uses

cement to fix window panes.

"Good painting" doesn't imitate something already done, "good painting"

isn't a matter of squeezing out tubes of paint on a canvas! Segonzac, who
exhibited som.e cows standing in a meadow, was much surprised to find them at

the end of the exhibition lying on the edge of the frame ! The colour had quietly

run and made quite a pretty bas-relief.

The "good painting" does not sell, does not exist even at the risk of dis-

pleasing the picture merchants: that which does exist is the man who has

something to say and who uses the medium of painting—the artistic medium,
as it is called—to express his personality. Henri Matisse, for example, does

the contrary. Henri Matisse is a painter, he loves painting, he uses all the old

tricks, which to him mean painting ; he doesn't make the mistake of thinking that

like the sun, which is neither electricity nor candle nor gas jet nor oil lamp but

only light, art is only a mirror in which life is reflected and which it is impossible

to put into bottles with labels. Henri Matisse, after having astonished and

charmed us by a slight sympathetic audacity is now content to be merely a good

artist painter, like Vuillard, Bonnard or Roybet; from morning till night he

paints little canvases and startles the shopkeepers by the size of his collection : and

seems always to say, "This will prove good luck to the collector, it's very pretty,

very expensive," but he promises that it will sell for more than it cost. In

short, it is the kind of painting for M. Sacha Guitr>' or the young American girl

too ill to play tennis.

Henri Matisse is only a good workman, he thinks that making a picture is

the same as manufacturing a table or a clock! Certainly the image reflected

by the mirror Art. of which we spoke a moment ago, must be a marvellousi

sensibility and change continually ; and since it is life which it represents, it is

impossible for certain people to seize it ; the spirit of an epoch is like the pollen

of a flower: if you do not know how to create it and if you touch it there will

remain upon your fingers a little yellow or rose, but the flower will have lost its

beauty ; only celluloid flowers are capable of resisting the touch of certain hands.
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The pictures of Matisse are flowers without pollen ; he has not yet urinated

the ocean of old conventions and it is indeed a pit}' that he believes himself too

much of a success to lose all audacity, not to dare to empty his bladder swelled

up by his box of colours!

Paul Signac is delighted that the cubist black is fading, only because he hopes

to see the return of the petits points—it is true that the return of the fashion of

shearing poodles like lions is predicted this winter! He seeks the light, it

appears, it exists, it is certain, but it has nothing to do with the white of silver;

a picture may be luminous painted with the black of ivory, as an entirely white

picture may remain as obscure as the brain of certain bungling masons. The
personality which springs from a system can no more interest us than that of

a maniac who could only write with orange ink ; everyone would recognize from

whom his letters came but I doubt if their sheer monotony could interest anyone.

The pictures of Signac remind us of the colour merchants in the Galerie

Bernheim. His position as president of a salon, so called independent, would

only offer a guarantee of his merchandise if he were manufacturer of puttees.

Ah! certainly I prefer the cubism of Picasso and of Braque in 1913, which

represented the spirit of that period which showed up the senselessness of the

"spots" whose only exponent with any interest was Seurat: the pity is that many
people do not yet see how much creative spirit there was in these two men, they

confound them with the group of idiots who followed in their wake in the hope

of profiting by the stir made by these t^vo names. It was the same with Impres-

sionism : Sisley, Pissaro, Renoir at his best ; but followed by Loiseau, Maufrat,

Moret or Despagnat, who were without value, satisfied with contenting undis-

criminating amateurs.

Delacroix, Ingres, Corot, Cezanne, Sisley, Pissaro, Seurat, Gustave Moreau,

Picasso, Marcel Duchamp, these are men who have laid bare life, their life:

their pictures have real pollen and are great in spite of those who think that the

only epoch that is great is the one that lasts a long time and has many followers.

Such is the idea of the members of the small school of the beaux-arts-cubistes

founded by I'Esprlt Nouveau ; they know the why of everything, they have their

laws, they know good and evil, they imitate God driving Adam and Eve out of

paradise, God not being able to endure sin! Sin, the serpent, that is DadaismI

What horror and what quackery ! What danger for Art

!

L'Esprit Nouveau will only be new when it is dead, at least it will then have

evolved

!

Le Salon de la bonne peinture, le Salon d'Automne will open in a few days.

In finishing, may I offer a word of advice to the members of the jury: to refuse

pitilessly all that they like and accept only that which horrifies them ; in this way
we should perhaps have an exhibition less stupid and less monotonous and some

innovators would run the risk of having the great luck to exhibit in a gallery

consecrated to the glory of French art and considered a public utility.

FRANCIS PICABIA
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I CANNOT SLEEP
It shoots up into the air is it an enormous paper-knife or a quill

. . . it is a priest in a flat hat his dress stays stiff his hands
stiff to his sides he skims in and out among the trapezes

the whole row of mountains is falling over ... it has caught
the sun and is squeezing the light out of it the houses have all

fallen off the slopes and are tumbled together in the gorge the

forests have slipped farther down and join in a V

many niagaras roar somewhere under the ground

now the rat is coming in through the back window he will

frighten my green shoes.

all the tombstones in the graveyard have become peppermint
hearts with fortunes printed on them in pink

seven seagulls for supper ... an eye just dropped out of a

seagull and plopped up again when it struck the water mowe

I didn't say I didn't like the man I said he had hips like

shoulder-blades look at him from the back

that woman's hands scare me I am glad I shall never have to

be her lover I know they leave her arms and crawl about over
things in the night lean faded spiders

A metal horse stands up from the earth on his hind legs and
bites the stars out of the sky there is a sound of broken glass

falling through the air.
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the Grail! no it is a bouquet with paper-lace edges and tin-

foil stem a greenwhite breast with wisteria nipple lies in the

lace . . . there is a light in the breast the bouquet floats high
in the air it floats past a city of candles ... on the mountain
side It is night and the light changes to silver-green It floats

higher out over the sea itcannot be pursued it floats through
the emptiness of the moon

my heart is an Idiot I write my name and way and pin it on
him . . . if we should become separated With my hands I take

my brain and slowly uncrumple it I smooth out every crease

and wrinkle there is nothing to press it out upon except abysses

it is a long job and wearing surprising how big it is smoothed
out like melted silk I will crumple it up again firmly and put
it back after I have left it this way for a long time shining and
clean The years breed pain when one is accomplice with an
Idiot



SPRING SONG: NIGHT on the FIELDS

THE low reaches of sand and gray clay vanish in mist and
distance on every side, and they are piled to the clouds
with silence that seems continually disturbed by long
rumbling echoes. Beyond the sands lie shallow waters.
Once it was bright day on the sands.

It was a day just after winter when a weak new life is dis-

covered in the world, and is being anointed, fondled, and
fostered. In winter these plains shrink down, contract, and
harden, they become imbued through and through with filth;

but in the beginning of spring they seem to be seized roughly
and washed as if they must either be washed clean or be de-

stroyed; they are washed so that everything is left pale,

withered, and weak, and there seems to be no color except

wrung white and gray. If left to dry, it seems, all objects and
substances would become in a moment thin gray and white film

and be blown away. When the cold comes at night there is a

slight drying, and then the sand, clay, and pebbles are bleached,

drained, and smoothed; they become white; and everything is

sad. But there is seldom a long drying. After the wash, in-

stead, the whole earth is flooded, as a burn with oil, with new
soft clear water, moving or still ; and earth and sky together are

flooded with new cold air that moves in soft glassy winds;
flooded too with a pale strange sunlight. Out of this flooding

with water, air, and light, the young new disgusting life is be-

gun ; and by the soft cold water, amid the shining ice and gilded

snow, and by the light and the wind, this life is nurtured and
sustained.

This day, I mention, was soft and light, and the wind was
blowing; it was a bright day. It was springtime, vast, gentle,

and cold.

One examined the pale wild sky, lighted by that mild per-

vasive busy light of springtime: the old used dirty sky now vir-

gin and uncontaminate again, with its mild colors, its blue and
yellow, and with a little of the pink of springtime in the depth
of the silvery haze; blue and yellow overhead, milky tan in the

east, where stood two small clouds, narrow and indistinct, of



palest rose. In the west, where the sun stood, were large white
clouds of indefinite shape, more like illuminated mist than
clouds, clouds tall enough however to cover the sun and so to

be lighted through like all else around, yet not too dazzlingly,

though one could not look at them. The western clouds, and
the whole sky besides, were still, despite the large cold wind
that blew steadily across the earth, pressing its glassy breast

to the left cheek of one walking northward and fingering that

cheek and keeping it cold; touching the whole of that side of

the body and keeping it different from the right. And it was as

if the rolling active light could be felt upon the body besides

the wind ; the wind that made a constant confusing noise in the

ear. If one went westward out from the town toward certain

places where there were fields and hollows of bare mud, the

wind made a noise in both ears. But the sky, though still,

seemed just free of being wantonly and riotously stirred and
tumbled, fiercely driven ; a tumult which it loved.

And the mild light filling all space, made visible and star-

tling what was far off; long distances were to the end as clear

and as full of softly shining light as spaces close by; light

faintly gilded the washed and freshened white snow, and made
objects that were opaque glow warm and beautiful, walls and
walks of gray-tan stone within the scattered town ; old damp-
ened brick masonry that had been painted red glowed in the

light, as did the rotting wooden work about it, which was often

painted green. One saw far off the fine gray trees. And in one
dark place near dim shaded shops with open doors that asked one
to come peering and searching in, the misty light came through
and over a high gray hoarding; came through its slits in rays.

Much snow still lay about within the town, especially where
it had been plowed from the shiny trams of the streets and
windrowed in the gutters, or scraped from the slanted foot-

walks and piled aside. This snow, soft and shining now within
its hollows had upon it a lace of threads of adhesive ice left

after some melting and sinking down; in many places the threads

were darkened by fine black filth, but in others, where the snow
was especially freshened and was purely white, they were of

undimmed crystal. In one short dark court closed in by houses



and protected by trees, only a few wagon wheels had cut the

snow, and it remained almost as thick as it had ever been; but
it was grayish and wet even there, and the intersecting wheel ruts

were full of water. Elsewhere the snow was white and shining.

But most gladdening of all was the water which fell from
every steaming eave and gable of every light or dark drab-
painted square thin-walled wooden house, down upon the

wooden steps or walks beneath, in heavy every-renewed show-
ers, in rows of drops like closely-woven rattling curtains. Large
and round, the drops, with their points turned up as those of

small silvery glass onions would have been, fell in a hail and
beat the wet boards with a fierce pattering and threw up and
kept in the air a crystal spray all along the boards.

These were showers which swelled the waters that lay oflf in

the fields and everywhere; the new waters of spring in wide
sheets, submerging the earth and soaking deep into it, even into

that beneath the houses and the poor thin pavements. The
waters that came down from the low mounds about the houses

moved over the walks in decimeter widths and formed at the

lower edges broad still wedge-shaped pools, deeper at the out-

side, pools of clear brown water wherein, when one looked

down, he saw in dainty black pictures of the trees with their

bare interlacing branches, the houses, and all the crooked
wooden poles with wires strung to their yards. Then the

waters poured themselves into the brimming gutters, in which
stood the white shining snow. Out through the fields there were
some wide sunken passages containing streets paved and walled,

one with a willow tree above it on a railway embankment; and
down the broad brown pavements of these streets, over the pale

brown stones, gracefully and inaudibly flowed a wide deep flood.

And the water flowed so pleasantly! And none was ever like

it; the waters of winter and of summer were not like it; so

gay, refreshing, clear, and bright, standing over the earth to

warm it, or moving fast and merrily onward, as if with a pur-

pose or in fulfillment of a promise that made it joyful. Of?

in the wet fields, where the great joined jagged-edged pools

lay, the sunlight struck the water and made it, out to left, a

dazzling cream color and silver; but out to right, over the flat



fells of sod, the sunlight gave the water the soft blue of the

sky. And in one partly sunlit but still shadowy pool, within a

noisy outer quarter of the town, where broken trolley cars ran,

at a wide sunken corner where there were broken wall of tan

stone and a poor pavement of worn red bricks, a sheet of bloody

crimson hung below the surface of the syrupy water, and the

lighter red of a bar upon a perpendicular poster a step or two
ofif, and some light green from the poster too were reflected.

And in the hollows of the fields the short old olive colored

and brown grass stood up through the water, invigorated, swim-
ming gently, and shining to its white roots ; and the short olive

grass round the wooden houses was like frosty forest moss for the

wet. The long thick shaggy sod on the rough outer fields showed
threads of cream and silver in the light. All was rising from
the shrunkenness and rigour of the winter ; even the small trees

were wet through and were alive and showed green in their

black. And one coming from a distance over the round earth

to some large trees, where they grew in a great sparse grove,

saw them rise tall and slender in the light of the sky: high
gently supple tubes of delicate pearl; lofty trees bending at

their tops; the dark elms bent into the eternal Gothic arches of

the forest; the oaks were full in their curves of kinks only a

meter or two apart. The finer branches of the trees were gray

hangings in the mild extensive scene; a gray veil of fine branches

floated over and through the trees along the roadways to far off.

The ground under the trees of the grove was covered with wet ice.

A mild mild scene, and no sound but the wind's; yet it seemed

to be a tumultuous scene, a scene where there was something

rushing, something great; a gigantic, glowing, and silvery scene

with mighty invisible action.

One thought then of poor friends in prison. And coming
home across the wetted open, one saw the big white moon pale

and round in the south, in the blue and cream sky that was
growing misty. At home a warm light from the warmed west

came in at the window, and there were white and purple hya-

cinths, pale jonquils, and sprays of white narcissus. The spar-

rows noisly pecked the dust mixed with horse dung in the

drying centers of the plowed streets, and the warmth had dis-



tilled a little dust even from the damp filth that packed the

angles of many walls.

But night comes cold and dingy. The cold is not winter's

cold, and is in solution with a shabby gray blueness, which is

not mist. Then the drying and bleachings are done. And
overhead, as through a hole in the blueness, a few dim lonely

stars begin to shine, those of Cancer mild and faint, Capella,

and the Twins, Jupiter hanging large and glaring below the

rest as if it were greater than the stars. Up there where the

stars move rank beyond rank so that, as they say, it would be full

of light if the eyes were strong enough to see; up there where
sometimes there is a night sky, translucent, transparent even,

and almost daylit, a clear bright blue night sky with wet white

clouds and the fresh stars; up there it is now shabby and dim.

And the moon, that has been high in the day, has not remained

long to light the night.

The dingy town lies beneath in silence, with its scattered

houses and larger buildings, some made of wood and some of

faded red bricks, some of stone. The buildings stand in rows

along the bare and sunken roadways on the sands. They lie upon
the withering cold washed sands and clay. And in one place in

the town a man is beaten to death.

In a room of a public drinking place close to the center of

the town, three members of the joyless strong-willed race that

lives upon the sands encounter one another: and one is a tall

fat cream-colored man with a fat throat hanging beneath his

chin, with small hard hazel eyes, and a short hooked nose: a

huge man of address and cunning; active and lithe notwith-

standing his size; a master and leader of a certain kind; but soft

spoken too, even with something of daintiness and grace in his air.

The second is a small grim withered man, startingly reddened

by the sun, with uncommunicative, glittering pale blue eyes; a

queer man, and alert, newly shaved and very clean. He is

dressed in something of the best style for certain workmen of

this place, in dark blue woolen jacket and trousers to the heels,

a white cotton shirt and a new blue cap.

The third is the victim: a tall bony youth with a gray skin

marked with pimples and livid blotches; a loud, rough, and



disgusting fellow. He has sought to be fashionable, but mis-
understanding the fashions has succeeded only in being dowdy
and offensive. A gross vain boastful fool, bound to be abhorrent,

especially in defiance, to such as this fat man, whom he has
defied.

The fat man, smoking the wet stump of a cigar, entered the

large bar-room late in the evening, just short of midnight, when
the place was almost empty; he entered from the street swiftly,

like one busy and preoccupied, the skirts of his long gray shabby
woolen topcoat flying. He seemed to encounter the youth by
accident and with surprise; but he immediately asked him
whether he would come to the rear for a moment. The youth

stared at him a moment, smiled insolently, glanced around, and
then, swaggering leisurely, followed him back through several

deserted rooms. The fat man walked swiftly on ahead, and
no doors were closed behind them except the last one.

But this is the door of a small bare damp room adjacent to

a kitchen and is lighted only by the weak reddish glow of a

single glass bulb hanging from the ceiling by a short cord.

The room contains nothing but a table of dark wood and two
chairs, which have been pushed against the wall. And as the

two enter the door is shut by the small withered man, who has

stood behind it. The fat man immediately laid his cigar stump
on the edge of the table, and began to draw off together his top-

coat and the jacket of worn thin gray cloth that he had on. In

trousers and waistcoat with crumpled white shirt sleeves he

appeared huge and menacing. He kept his high-crowned hat

upon his head. The youth understood at once what was to be

done and glared about furiously.

But he stopped in the midst of a boastful half-savage half-

frightened sentence that he had begun to utter; for the small

withered man struck him over the head from behind with a

long black club and knocked him down upon his face among
the shadows on the dirty damp floor.

Before his moan could rise to a scream the fat man leaped
forward, seized the club, and began to beat him pitilessly. The
body soon grew limp, and writhed and turned only by the

force of the blows, which was tremendous, though the fat man's

IQ



height and strength made the blows seem easily dealt. There
was silence except for the panting of the beater, the shuffling of

his feet, his grunted half-sentences, and the enervating noise of

the blows.

The little man stepped about at first to toss in with his foot

the limbs that sprawled under the blows; but at last he stood

back and only watched with his lips drawn slightly from his

teeth and his face a little pale.

Once one of the keepers of the bar looked in hurriedly, dressed

in his white apron and coat, and glancing askance at the blood

that was staining the floor, he muttered something disapproving

and withdrew; to be heard closing doors behind him as he re-

turned to his place.

The fat man's pale face was excited now, albeit controlled;

minute drops of sweat glistened on it; and his small hazel eyes

shown wildly. His implacability seemed inexhaustible.

But at length he dealt a concluding half dozen blows upon
the shoulders and back of the now bloody head, kicked the body
twice and then the head, once at the side and once from be-

neath, and handed the club to his companion. Bestriding the

body, he lifted it by the shoulders, turned it over and looked for

a moment at the face mutilated by the kick. It was almost

unrecognizable except as an object of horror. The upper mouth
and nose were broken and swollen almost to bursting; sticky

blood from the torn scalp was rubbed into the whole face, even

into the eyebrows; the eyes were closed; and as the head with

its disordered hair hung backward it was like a sop of blood.

The fat man emitted a breath sharply, pushed the body away so

that it fell heavily in a twisted posture, and still panting, though

he was becoming calm again, he resumed his jacket, long coat,

and cigar stump. The small man, who was apparently quite

in possession of his wits, went out. The other wiped his fore-

head and looked at the body as it lay in the pools of blood that

widened on the dim floor. In the shadows the blood looked

dark, of the colour of liver, and it seemed three centimeters

deep at the edges of the pools. The youth's expensive but mean-
looking clothes were filthy with it, and with the dust and damp
grit in which they had been rubbed. The long ugly feet in
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white stockings and red boots lay like two loggats; the tight

trouser legs were twisted and pulled up ; and the jacket and
greatcoat had been worked to the shoulders.

After some minutes the wheels of a motor cab were to be

heard in the passage back of the room, and the small man came in

again and instantly obeyed a sign which the other made him. He
took the ankles of the body, and the other, having first jammed
upon the breast the wide green felt hat smeared with dust that

had lain on the floor, gathered up the shoulders. They carried

the body out at the door, which the little man got open with one
hand and elbow, grasping again for his hold upon the body.

As they came to the orange enamelled cab with its curtains

drawn, its motor going, and its lights dimmed, which could

just be seen in the dense gloom between the dirty brick walls

of the passage among the bent garbage pails and ash and dust

barrels and boxes, the cab driver did not stir in his seat except

to reach back to open the door for them. But as he did that

and saw what they carried, he uttered a sudden hysterical excla-

mation; and then the red man, who had got backward into the

cab dragging the body, stumbled, shuffled, and exclaimed

sharply in his own turn. The big man bent forward, pushing

so cruelly at the body that it was doubled in two ; and the red

man, crouching under the low roof, and pushing at something
within the cab, exclaimed again. Both bearers then looked in-

quiringly toward the driver, who was just visible in the faint

light of a small lamp at the side of the cab; but he sat still and
only besought them to hurry for Christ's sake. They pulled

and pushed the body in upon the red man; the fat man jammed
himself after and closed the door; and then they moved swiftly

up the dark passage and out into the somewhat silvery dimness

of the lighted streets. There the water and snow had frozen

into sheets of thin ice, which broke and crackled between the

wheels and the rough brick pavement.

With the large cab lights half aglow they passed at great

speed out over the rough pavement of the center of the town be-

tween black buildings, and struck into more remote streets of

little dingy separate houses. Soon they went past a large rail-

way station lighted below but dark on its many upper floors,
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that stood on a waste among low iron bridges; and from here

they followed an endless poor street of business where some
small eating-houses and dim tobacco and confectionery shops

were still lighted; then they entered a farther expanse of little

houses, through which lay a lighted esplanade. But after a con-

siderable time the houses became fewer; there were great empty
places; and then, silent railway trackage with solitary coloured

oil lights burning among multitudes of shadowy motionless

goods cars. Beyond this trackage a pavement without lights or

footwalks reached on into the fields, and upon it they began to

go out into the great blackness of empty country under the sky.

They had come to the open land beyond the town, to those

bare muddy places which were without snow and were fairly

dry. The large lamps of the cab were entirely extinguished,

and only the one small side light and the tiny red one by the

metal plate and extra tire behind continued to glow.

Here islands of gloom floated off above the earth on every

side and the distant horizon was distinguishable in a black void

only by pale narrow mists just above it. None but the few stars

directly at the zenith could be seen through the gloom and mist

overhead. An immense, lonely, and desolate place! The bark-

ing of a dog at a distance could just be heard. Under the gloom,

after a time, a vague undefined zone of pale tarnished mist

seemed to appear; it was similar to that along the horizon; and

in it one saw a little of the gray-brown fields nearest him with

their mud endlessly indented as it had been dumped there by

cartloads to raise and fill the low ground. Scattered on the

mud were pieces of waste brick, stone, and wood, rusted tins,

kitchen pots, and wires; and in some of the hollows clods of turf

had taken root. Far off on the town side one saw the fields ex-

tending up to the long vague mound of shadow with little lights

low down along it like pale balls apart, upon a thread. On the

other side the fields seemed real for only a little way; beyond that

they dissolved into the shadowed emptiness of the distance and

the sky. In one direction, far off from the paved roadway, were
two or three cottages, each facing a different quarter, and in one

a dim light was burning as if very high in the air. In two

other places the water of deep ponds glistened. Some ice and
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a little snow lay in the hollows of the ground, the surface of

which was frozen and seemed tough and rubbery when one

stepped on it. The great empty place was dark and cold.

The cab stopped after a time, and the driver got the door

open hastily and then stepped down. The other men stumbled

out quickly and straightened themselves; and now they too

seemed anxious, for they turned at once and brought out the

boy's body, which rubbed the door frame hard and bumped its

feet upon the steps as it came. They began to carry it out into

the dark over the frozen mud; nearly doubled between them;

its seat hanging almost to the ground, and the wagging head

sunk on the chest. They walked almost abreast, close together,

swiftly, stumbling a little. When they were gone the driver, all

alone and sweating and pale like a man distracted, dragged out

what else was in the cab, another body, but a stiffening corpse,

and began to take it after them. In that just penetrable tarnished

gloom the corpse appeared to be a poor workman's, sixty years

old, with a pale fixed face, a yellow bald head with some gray

fuzz upon it, and a long thin mustache that hung down : a poor

man, tidy, but with no jacket, waistcoat, or hat; a man with a

slight body knotted by work and hands gnarled and strong. He
was dressed in one of the dusty black cotton shirts with thin

white stripes commonly worn by such as he, a black scarf made
to seemed knotted, and trousers of dark gray cotton striped to

resemble worsted. Heavy braces of wide black elastic tape

and tan leather held the trousers, which were so large at the

top that in them as they hung by the braces, the body was like a

small post. It had been shot or stabbed in the left side, for that

side of the shirt and trousers and that sleeve were lush with

blood; though at the edges the blood was drying and growing

stifif. The cab driver, bent backward and walking backward,

muttered and looked over his shoulder to see the way, holding

the body by a hand in each armpit and dragging it over the mud
face up, the helpless feet in stiff shoes bumping now both to the

right, now both to the left, now one to the right and one to the

left as they rode over the rough ground. The driver slipped,

tugged, breathed audibly, and tried frantically to run.

At last the fat man hurried up through the gloom and took
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the corpse's feet, and then they went faster and came to the

little man, who stood by the boy's body, which had been thrown
upon a mound of the earth. As the two bearers were about to

put down the workman's corpse, the fat man suddenly objected

and began to carry it nearer to the boy; they put it down close

to him with its head in the direction of his head. Then the

fat man hurried off searching and came back hastily with a

length of wire, which he was disentangling from a tin and
dragging along the ground. His small companion looked on,

but the driver went hurriedly back to the cab. Bending down
and moving this way and that as if for light, the fat man, with

his coat-tails dropping into his way and his attitude making him
gasp for breath, tightly fastened together with a tether of half

a meter's length, the thin tough wrist of the old corpse and the

wrist of the still living youth. Then the two men hurried back
to the cab, where the driver sat in his seat as one exhausted or

asleep. Gray and brown clay and water had soiled the legs and
feet of all three, and some was daubed on the cab step by the red

man as he got in. He noticed this, and the cab driver started up
suddenly to say that there was blood on the seat within and that

he must clean everything. The fat man, who had remained out-

side trying to scrape his boots on the curbing, began to speak;
but the cab driver suddenly cried to him with hysterical fury
to get in; and he did so at once. The cab went on fast for a long
way over the night fields, then turned onto another pavement and
rushed along in the wind raised by its own pace. At length it

crossed the end of a street of business with occasional lonely tram
cars, and soon it turned eassward and ran back into the town.

And time passed without incident on the mud of the fields

till some hours before dawn, when the wind began to blow
slightly and the boy began to moan. He began to grind the back
of his beaten head feebly on the hard earth and to raise his

body between head and heels, crying out faintly and distorting

his face. But his cries were scarcely audible, and there was
no one to hear them. After some time he even began to move
along the ground, and the slight, stiff corpse followed him,
though it was a heavy weight. He began to cry louder in the

dark, with a new note, and once he paused and seemed to know
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that something held him, for he tried to push the fetter from
his wrist. But his beaten face was never far off the ground,
and he continually plunged forward on one elbow, the opposite

arm pulled out and back by the weight of the corpse, which with
its stif¥ arm swung out and above its head with its hand bent at

an angle, scraped along half sidewise in the gloom over the

mud hummocks, the pieces of rubbish, the short brittle weeds,

and the ice. Presently the boy stopped altogether, rose up,

bedaubed with mud and water, and then threw himself back-

ward with a gurgling cry, to lie face up beside the muddy corpse,

whose fuzzy bruised head was hanging off a small mud hump.
Once more the boy started up ; but he merely remained upon
his knees, swaying, moaning, and beating the ground aimlessly

with one arm and one flapping hand. Sometim.es the hand
touched the corpse and seemed to be fondling and stroking

it, to be playing with it. Once more the boy started up,

and this time got quite to his feet, his bloody broken blind face

turned aloft into the dark; but he began almost at once to sway,
and then he sank down beside the corpse on his face, arms, and
knees. Finally he fell over on his side in the dark and the

freezing mud, and he remained so until he died in the gloom
and chill sometime before morning.
From one of the cottages, where Polish peasants lived, an old

man dressed in clothes made of patches and pushing a cart made
of a box upon two wheels, came out into the cold dim foggy
dawn to gather up wood here and there on the mud. This old

man found the two dead mud-soaked blood-stained slightly

frozen bodies fastened together. He saw them first rather sud-

denly from a distance in the pale light, and he began to approach
them slowly over the broken ground pushing his cart before him
as if for protection and looking toward them. When he had
got nearer he left the cart and moved on more and more slowly

and cautiously, as if circling, nervously holding forward his

head on its thin wrinkled neck, and snuffling through his cold

wet nose. Then he went to the heap, touched it with one foot,

turned back, took hold of his cart, and ran rapidly away push-

ing the cart and muttering. Afterward a number of people

assembled.

W. C. G. JITRO
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COMMENTS
THE RUSSOMANIA

MOSCOW ART THEATRE. Now that the Moscow Art
Theatre has moved on it may be possible to meet some of the

hysterical praise on the part of its fans with a little calm rejec-

tion, without being roared and shrieked into silence. Mr. Gest
provided the necessary advertising for its success : it was boomed
to be the test and measure of culture for America this season.

There was really no necessity for all the noise. And here is an
example of loud and overwhelming endorsement by a man who
is a director of an "art" theatre: "My God, what's the matter
with you—they're great!—they're wonderful—I've met them at

tea—at tea—and they're amazing people. I know, my dear.

I've met them all—they're wonderful—such nice people."

I went to the performances and tried to avoid the surges of

hysteria.

My grey matter is grey enough to get that "it's not acting

you're seeing: it's life—the dream of every director is to put Life
on the stage" . . . and to discover that the company is made up
of civilized people (not especially actors) "who have worked
together under the same direction until they play together like

an orchestra . . . it's the last word in the theatre."

How can any one go agains that? But here I go.

No one will deny that the Moscow Art Theatre is the last

word in representation, but haven't we had too much represen-
tation in every branch of art and discarded it years ago? The
"last word" should have been said and the echo died down long
before the war. "They put life upon the stage"—where is the
logic and dignity in spending years of devotion and discipline in

the doing of a thing that Life can do even better? There is no
more significance in life on the stage than in life off the stage. If

life is the standard then the plays become a series of travelogues.
Life has its satisfactions—Art has its satisfactions. The theatre
must be theatric—a show—and everything must be sacrificed to
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its Art. The theatre, as much as any of the arts, must attest the

existence of a superior order from the order of nature and the

evidence of humanity. . . .

The reproduction (no matter how minutely or religiously) of

the few poor galvanized words and movements of civilized man-

kind—galvanized by reason (an economic tool) and by the en-

vironment of his consciousness—attest nothing but a lack of

consciousness, lack of movement, lack of ecstasy.

Mary Garden alone on our stage today is theatric. She alone

summarizes, enforces the design, creates a new aspect, indicates

and leads into the infinite from the concrete—by form and

movement.

CHALIAPIN IN BORIS. I went again to Boris, to the last

performance, to see if I could sleuth out the great excitement in

the hearts of the public over Chaliapin. It is very easy to say

that the public likes what it is told to like . . . but liking is not

an emotional outburst. His voice is not exceptional, but he uses

it more intelligently and more beautifully than is the goal in

opera,—this is a pleasure but not an excitement. It is evidently

the acting and the costumes that produce the state of exalte in

his admirers. He is a trained actor who has eliminated all the

chi-chi of the grand-opera-italian-french schools. But the things

that he does that are his very own no audience has ever seen done

by any one quite so gorgeous or so gigantic. His school of ges-

tures might be classed under secondary feminine traits. There
is the "grace" of the hands, but it is the feet that are the most dis-

tinctive thing about the man,—walking from the knee with short

steps, the narrow base, constantly shifting and turning on the

heels, producing an effect of complete harmlessness. In the

death scene the feet lie like a dead canary's.

The American audience, even an opera audience, falls for the

weak turned he-man and the giant shown helpless. Safety first!

Russia is a feminine nation.

THE TIDINGS BROUGHT TO MARY. By Claudel. The
production of this play gave me a distinct experience. The com-
bination of play and organization back of it was so perfect that as
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I endured I somehow came to a full realization of the true nature

of the casaba, the persimmon, the paw-paw, and all non-resisting

fruits.

PEER GYNT. By Ibsen. Yeats once said that the younger
men of his group went to hear Ibsen not because they had the

same friends as Ibsen but because they had the same enemies.

After seeing the latest Peer Gynt at the Garrick, Ibsen becomes
one of the enemies. Schildkraut's supernatural satisfaction with
himself deserves applause. I have no better way of knowing than
the Theare Guild, but I don't believe Ibsen was trying to do a

Norwegian Peck's Bad Blue-bird. I have always protested that

Ibsen was not very much Norwegian. . . . There are no Blue-

birds in Norway. The mental climate is too drastic. If my
analogy between Peer Gynt and the Blue-bird seems incorrect

or vague it is perhaps because I am judging only from the per-

formance. Even "art" producers should use a little control

:

"Peer Gynt" is not for the stage.

I don't want to go into a discussion of the school of Stage-craft

used in the settings. But here was one chance where the ad-

vanced producer could free himself from nature without one
effort. Nature is not natural in Norway. Simonson employs a

series of moving skies of intense colours to suggest the North.
But it happens that the sky is rather pale in Norway in the sum-
mer; it is the sea and earth that change: colours as intense and
violent and some less known than those used in any theatre. The
impression of night is not darkness but rather an exaggeration of

the day's effort at colour. Norway is a perpendicular country:
would it have been contrary to the ideals of democracy to suggest
it? All this is not an admonition towards geographical exact-

ness but merely the indication of an opportunity.

HAMLET: John Barrymore.

ROMEO AND JULIET: Ethel Barrymore. Love's La-
bour was not lost. If Shakespeare could have known that he
was to be taken up by the Barrymores! In reporting such cases

I have only this to say: the instinct of self-preservation is the

strongest, but use it or you lose it.
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THE LAUGHING LADY. By Alfred Sutro. This is the

kind of thing in which any one can stand Ethel Barrymore.

There is no play in sight, just three sections of buncombe called

acts : Sutro's version of Declassee : all about the redundant trage-

dies of dukes and drakes and ladies of title who never employ
the function of thought. You leave the theatre in the same state

of mental depravity as at tea when a handsome woman has talked

to you for an hour on the Soviet Government, Modern Art, and
the Supremacy of America.

ROGER BLOOMER. By John Lawson. "Roger Bloomer"
has moved downtown to the Greenwich Village Theatre where
it seems to be holding on in spite of all the jeers of the press.

The production has more interest than most of Broadway. I

don't know anything about John Lawson—I don't know whether
he was trying to do an American expressionistic play, but he has

made a promising and interesting experiment. Its only fault

seems to be that it is not entirely conceived and executed. The
story is the not too obvious or convincing struggle of the variant

with the social pattern. The acting is lyrical, realistic, anything

at all.

THE INTERNATIONAL COMPOSERS' GUILD has fin-

ished its season of three subscription programmes at the Klaw
Theatre. Schoenberg's music melo-drama "Pierrot Lunaire"
had its first american presentation on the second programme.
The "six trumpets" by Ruggles and "Hyperprism" by Varese
have caused much jeering, enthusiasm and table talk.

"Hyperprism" almost caused a riot when it was performed
. . . modern art is the livest irritant of the day.

Six of the council of eight which directed the Composers'
Guild have seceded and have formed a new group called The
League of Composers. Its aim is to bring the entire range of

modern tendencies before the public, including the mediocrities.

All this is very well in the meantime, but how long will com-
posers hold on to the octave . . . one of the very oldest of musical

conceptions?
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H
INDEPENDENTS, ETC.

AVE you seen the Independents?" I asked the Baroness

von Freytag.

"It is entirely so" she shouted.

There is an increasing impossibility about these Exhibitions

that is hilarious. Most of the good men have withdrawn and
formed a society almost equally bad called the Modern Artists

of America. The descendents of those great ones of a generation

ago who painted beautiful winter scenes encrusted in silver glit-

ter upon fire shovels, wooden spoons and bowls, now revel almost

alone in an orgy of Express Yourself in Paint.

Florine Stettheimer exposed a portrait of Carl Van Vechten
which deserved better attention than I could give it in my ribald

tour of the show. I am sure Apollinaire would have added her
to his list of women who are contributing toward a feminine art.

Stuart Davis showed two "abstractions" and there were signs

here and there among the hundreds of pictures that news of the

modern movement (at least twenty years old) is beginning to

leak out.

The value of these exhibitions is an old argument, but a rabble
of painters is as futile as any other kind of rabble.

There are no unknown geniuses : the artist is always known to

other artists: the population of the earth couldn't elect a man
rejected by the masters.

An artist who is not of his epoch is ineffectual and boring. No
—this doesn't mean that he must paint or write about enjines,

wireless towers, or waste-lands.

Only a few in each age are alive.

This is also true of artists. The works of the artists of the

highest energies are the spiritual measure of that age . . . there

are also artists for each degree of death.
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The american artist is in a bad way. He has never estab-

lished his social function in the minds of the public.

In Europe groups of artists have revolted against the existing

state of consciousness; they have ceased to act as the medium and
have become masters of the spiritual situation. Many artists in

this country (pleasant improvisors and gentle reproducers)

whine about the terrors of the ''mechanistic age." What belief

in the power and function of art, to be terrorized by the power of

plumbing systems and engines. They fear that the present

society will destroy the artist. A passing social order takes with

it its by-products : the velvet-jacket-Murger type of artist has dis-

appeared, but that is just that and has no bearing and never had
on the position of the creative artist.

The creative artist is becoming more and more masterful : he

is turning his organizing and creative faculties upon the sternest

activities of the day. He will create a new significance for life.

Painting as furniture, drawing-room sculpture, etc., are things

of the past. This doesn't mean that the arts are passing. It

means that they are organizing and reestablishing their lives.

The artists themselves must establish their social function. The
modern artist must understand group force : he cannot advance
without it in a democracy. This is something very different

from clubs, societies and unions. He must affiliate with the crea-

tive artist in the other arts and with the constructive men of his

epoch ; engineers, scientists, etc. Until this is established a great

spiritual waste is going on through the dispersed, unrecognized
or unattained energy of the true artist. The Little Review has

long been working on a plan to promote this idea, and to bring

the artist into personal contact with the consumer and the

appreciator.

SOCIETEANONYME, 19 West 47th Street, New York. The
Societe was organized in the spring of 1920 to provide a place

where the work of the creative men in the latest movements could
be seen and studied. Up to the present the Societe has had four-
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teen exhibitions of modern art, representing ten countries. The
current exhibition is a showing of the recent work of Kandinsky.

One might thoughtlessly think that these galleries would be a

hunting-ground for the art student who cannot afford to go to

Europe; but art students always study models in schools.

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM. Indian Commissioner Burke in

issuing his order to the Pueblo and Hopi Indians to discontinue

their ceremonial dances not only prohibits their religious expres-

sion but wipes out the entire cultural expression of a race : music,

poetry, drama, design and the dance. Just a nice day's work for

a politician. The order says that the dances interfere with
work . . . and that it is wrong to be bitten by snakes, etc. The
entire thing reads like the automatic writings of a moral lunatic.

Nothing will save the dances unless some official sells them with
an amusement concession to one of his friends.

—

jh.

ANOINTMENT OF OUR WELL DRESSED CRITIC
or

WHY WASTE THE EGGS?
Three-Dimensional Vista, by Hart Crane
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DIALOGUE
Scene: The Little Review in ineffectual consultation over the

major tragedies of the ivinter.

jh, resembling—Knut Hamsun? ? M. C. A.—Elsie Dinsmore? ?

M. C. A. With all the exasperations of contemporary life I

seem on the point of losing my interest in things.

jh. Give me a few moments of your exasperated time and
we'll get out another of our famous annuals.

Known as the Little Review?

Not so largely known . . .

(atmosphere of concentrated impotence)

We must act!

I see a great deal of action all over the place.

You must create I

I know of no commandment to create.

You might do something if you weren^t so neurotic I

Since when have the unneurotic been so creative?

Don't be Norwegian ! I shall go mad

!

Don't! There are no modern asylums!

(fuming) Just what do you mean?
No cells padded with mirrors . . .

(diverted—looking in the glass with satisfaction)

At least I'm good looking!

!

And you are extremely handsome!

I

Of course if I weren't so intelligent

—

!

I might be more effective. It's perfectly true. It's

not logical for me to have brains. And you might
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be more effective if you weren't so diabolical. As
our enemies so prettily say: Destroy if you must
but don't devastate!

jh. (turns a Norwegian profile toward the interesting

talker)

M. C. A. If we didn't waste so much time in good conversation

we might at least be self-supporting!

jh. Be self-'supporting—and take the conversation that

goes with it.

M. C. A. Well, ... it might be called an impasse . . .

jh. (allows her hand to droop from the wrist in the man-
ner she is glad to know terrorizes her companion)

M. C. A. But thank heaven / can still get some ecstasy out of

life!

jh. Why limit me to ecstasy?

MARGARET ANDERSON
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THE ART PERSONALITY
IGNORING the divine American principle of Publicity

First, Georgette Leblanc gave a series of unadvertised

soirees in-times in her own theatre, w^ith modern settings by

John Storrs and Joseph Stella, and chiefly modern pro-

grams. Musically they interested me more than anything else in

New York this winter, except the playing of Paderewski, Kreis-

ler, and Harold Bauer.

To most of my generation these personalities are not supposed
to count. There are moments when I find my generation very

stupid.

An artist may work well in the stuff of his epoch and be as un-

creative as Milhaud. Or refuse to touch the good stuff of his

epoch and be as creative as Bernhardt.

I don't call Kreisler a business man because he plays what his

audiences want. I don't call Paderewski a bad pianist because
he wants to be king of Poland, or because he doesn't play the

piano as well as it can be played today, or because he never plays

anything beyond Chopin. He makes other pianists look undeco-
rative and invites you to suspect that there are no more great

men in the world.

I hate the people who say that Harold Bauer is intellectual

but without fire. He makes the younger pianists look so unin-
teresting that you can't give them the attention of your mind for

five consecutive minutes.

I don't care whether Mary Garden sings "My Little Grey
Home in the West" on 365 consecutive programs. I have never
been at such a low ebb that I thought it was the subject matter
that made the art.

I don't care whether Georgette Leblanc sings Reynaldo Hahn
or Poulenc. I can so easily afford the sentimentality of Hahn.
I don't burst into hysterics at all. And her singing of the moderns
is not merely an affair of "education."

No, I am not talking of the "great interpreters." Nothing has

ever seemed more confused to me than the accepted distinction
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between the creative and the interpretative artist. No one is

necessarily creative because he composes music or paints pic-

tures or writes poetry. There are lots of Edna St. Vincent

Millays.

The interpreter? Cortot : plays all kinds of music just as it

should be played.

The creator? Does anything as he alone can do it. (I am not

talking of tennis or tight-roping or cooking, etc., etc.)

If the great art personality is not a propos to our epoch, it

seems to me the epoch's loss.

MARGARET ANDERSON

THE NON^REPRESENTATIONAL
THEATRE

As shown for the first time in America by Vadim JJreneff's

productions of Alexander Block's ''Show Booth" and "The Song
of Songs"

:

Faithful travesty on the several hundred "little theatres" that

would have ruined the stage during the last decade except for

the fact that an art thing can always keep clear of both the pro-

fessionals and the amateurs.—M. C. A.

THE EBULLIENT MODERNS
Impression of the Modern Artists' Dinner at Allaire's:

Atmosphere of dull inexpressiveness, determined rowdyism, and

the unspontaneous American drunkenness. A business man ex-

plaining his identification with modern art, thumb in vest, large

cigar punctuating the halting rhythm of his difficult sentences.

Bouche dancing with sagging knees. Henri invited to "enter-

tain" with his modern but evidently undesired dances: he had

the necessary irony to impose his offering of two short numbers,

even before the drooling expression of Zorach's back.—M.'C. A.
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NOTES

PARISIENNE

OEIL luisant, joyau on larme, sous la voillette douce-

ment mate, si precieuse et discrete en son treillis que
la maison "Cluny" pourrait I'avoir fournie tout aussi

bien que la maison "Printemps."
Et sa peau . . . sa peau blonde inherente a une poudre de

choix qui ressemble a son ame de camelia sensible et fait dire

quelque part (velours chaud serti de bois cire) le nom du par-

fumeur—Rue de la Paix, maison fondee en . . .

Mains striees d'azur, serieuses et fragiles, faussement desin-

roltes sous leur gant de Suede, suavement de Suede.

De temps en temps, bijou, rappel a peine de I'oeil ou de la

peau

—

AMERICAINE
Mais comme elle est belle, je ne croyais pas qu'on pouvait etre

si belle: j'y pensais quand j'etais petite pour m'amuser et puis,

pour etre d'accord avec les histoires que je lisais

—

Elle ressemble un peu a une affiche? . . . non?
II ne faut pas etre fache car si je I'embrasse, mes levres seront

un peu humiliees d'avoir ce gout de vin chambre sur la viande

fraiche de son marbre pur, que ni la morsure ambree du soleil,

ni I'usure du baiser ne patinera, je pense. . . .

ESPAGNOLE
Tete de Madone enfant sur ton corps de poulain, tetons a

I'air, queme veux tu? . . .

Ne parle pas! ! je crois toujours que tu vas me vendre quelque

chose quand j'entends ta voix eraillee, ta langue agile, et ta

volubile obstination a me faire abonder dans un sens—que je ne

pergois pas, du reste

—
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Peut etre que 9a L'attriste? Elle est si grave aussi, Aa voixl

Et puis tes pieds . . . tes pieds de Bebe dans des chaussures de

faune Louis XV
"Maja nue" "Maja vetue" mais oui, je sais, je la connais, mais

c'est que chez toi on les fait en serie . . . et vivantes,,

VIVANTES!!!
Et que ferais je moi? Si tu me preferes Tarmateur de Bilbao

ou le Danseur de la Villa Rosa?
Et vous, L'evriers tiedes a chevelure f rele aux larges "waves"

je voudrais bien vous connaitre

—

Je ne vois de vous que les photographies savamment eclairees

sur les "Bromures" a grain subtil, et les operettes qui me donnent

envie de mourir d'amour mais de vivre entre Torchestre et un
seau a Champagne; et puis, de porter des manteaux du soir . . .

comme on n'en a jamais vus! !

Ah! Viennoises, Viennoises, vous devez etre d'admirables

betes souples autant que cherement lourdes. . . . Mais vous

n'aimez que les Princes, n'est ce pas?

YVONNE GEORGE.

IN THE MINOR KEY OFAN EPOCH

YES, yes, I knov^^. She had the fragile, petulant air of

an English blond with her pointed shoes, her Coty per-

fume, her smiling saucy eyes and her long white clenched
teeth. Two dimples at the corners of her mouth gave
a certain importance to her little turned-up nose.

"My God! my dear, how I suffer from a terrible phallic com-
pression."

I desired to cry because it was warm and because the fate

of Ezra saddened me. But he said that Christ not being dead
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one god should be sufficient for me. He then confessed that he

would scorn America less if the Mormons were the only in-

habitants and if with their ten fingers they would adore ten

gods.

"For incredible as it may sound it has not been possible for

me to find a suitable mistress in the three months I have been

in Paris."

Miss Bee smiled. "I couldn't do any better, Ezra. And
remember that Pansaers wishes to commit suicide. Nothing
but the obstinacy of his wife restrains him." And speaking to

me, "Isn't it true that Ezra is less unhappy?" I heard that

Ezra has taken up pianists and their velocity.

He had a beautiful name, his hair was bewitching, he played

chess astonishingly well, probably because he had a faun-like

head. Suddenly he overturned a glass wishing to show his

Olympian scorn for the virtue of Christian women. One would
have said ace of spades. "How can one get a better idea of the

capacity of a glass than by overturning it? It gives you the idea

of putting it right side up again with the necessary assurance."

He was in the habit of considering the stupidity of people as a

personal injury, a point of view that made him particularly

dangerous. I have seen fools rush out and throw themselves

under the metro or under a vehicle simply because of having

seen him and thought him mad. I didn't know anything as

fearful as Picabia's large carriage or the attack of the gothas

which put the section of Passy in rut and sweat.

Finally that day I saw the church of St. Germain-des-Pres

as the highest summit of faith in this anthill. In order to

soothe them we ate striped ice cream and drank boiling tea. It

seemed to me that never had the despair of my life attained a

more pathetic simplicity. My prominent nose had always pre-

vented me from ogling the world. Therefore I used to wear big

smoked glasses with large tortoise shell frames which enabled

me to look boldly out at the w^orld without being seen. I paid

violent court to all the pretty women along the boulevard who
caught my eye from behind this shelter. My collar, which was

too tight, made me feel faint. Being unrecognizable it was
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clear that I frightened people, the memoirs of Cardinal de
Retz which I had read on the way helped to give me a sinister

look.

"My dear Pound," I said, after laborious reflection, "I be-

lieve that you must make a methodical revision of your in-

stincts for I fear that they are too fatiguing for you and too

compromising for all the amiable people who surround you,

who not being able to understand our thought take us for sav-

ages or for Russian anarchists. How do you expect that they

shall know that it is only your works which put you in this

state . . .

"And how do you expect that they shall know that 'Ses

Maries de la Tour Eiffel' is not Dada?" he said to me in a sharp

tone which made me know all the scorn which he had for the

lack of interest I had given this fraud of Cocteau's.

Miss Bee pouted, "Oh, it was really very amusing, Christian."

If there had not been the photograph and the two phono-
graphs I really believe that everyone would have kept still. It

was impossible for me to utter another word. I had seen Ezra
jump up and rush out. We followed him distractedly. I fore-

saw a drama, a drama confused, terrible and overwhelming in

which my role was limited to a state of passive stupidity. I

judged it wise to be led by events. The violence of my despair

rendered me stoical. I went forward, seeing nothing, there was
a great noise and many people. Scarcely could I keep my sanity.

I nearly fainted.

Then the boy called out to me that I had forgotten to

pay . . .

The streetcar to Autueil started, I boarded it, fearing the cry,

"Thief."

Desperately, madly I sought Pound. I saw the charming
smile of Jean Crotti and of Suzanne Duchamp which had
saved me from suicide, last year at Saint Raphael!

"If you knew, if you only knew," I said to them, "the fright-

ful drama! Ezra, yes Ezra—I do not know what he has be-

come. He was a charming fellow. He got up like a mad man.
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I thought at first that he was going to catechism. I knew that

he had danced the shimmy the fourteenth of July and that he

was furiously in love. But would you have believed that he

would have become so violent?"

Just think of the scandal of the elopement. The fault was
Cocteau's. The bride was too beautiful.

I found Crotti and his wife at Picabia's. ^'How are you feel-

ing," they asked me with such solicitude that I would have
thought myself ill.

Pound was there playing chess.

And Miss Bee?

I realized perfectly well all the unforseen events which made
the little drama. Impatiently in a state of indescribable nerves

I waited for the pistol shots which were to close the drama.

I implored Ezra not to push me to extremes.

Miss Bee started for England yesterday. She was reading

James Joyce and was well. I was so completely reassured that

I couldn't stop laughing.

Francis who was playing opposite Pound sometimes smiled

seriously. "His game is very queer. The chess board isn't

round because it is square."

Evidently, I began to think, the glasses of Pound's spectacles

are not round.

"How are you," addressing Picabia, "our friend, Pound, was
particularly aflfected a little while ago upon hearing that you
were not well. The most frightful drama of this time has

occurred and if he is still one of us and if I am one of us it is

because fate alone is immovable and inoffensive. Coming back

from such a distance I find you all completely indififerent."

"It is perfectly true," said Picabia. "Pilhaon Thibaon will

turn up tomorrow."

This is certainly something that will please Cocteau. He is

the most charming man I know. With a glance he takes every-

thing in and catches you. An extraordinary actor, he has never
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let an idea get away without putting it within the reach of the

public. Living on the fifth floor of number 12 Rue d'Anjou, he

has always furnished a spectacle for the tenants below. You
have the advantage, Francis, of living on the ground floor. One
can enter your place by the window like robbers in pumps.

I did not know that you were so loquacious, was the answer.

Oh, this drama was truly very lyrical. I believe that since

Solomon no one has made better epic poetry nor more incestu-

ous marriages.

A flash of lightning penetrated the obscurity of the room.

We were blinded. I had just received a box on the ear and

wasn't conscious of it until five minutes after. Crotti was dull

Francis in a philospohic mood, Moreau had not converted me
and Pound was sulking in an alarming manner.

At this very moment I resolved to kill myself some day, with-

out being very precise as to when I should put my resolution

into efifect.

Rushing out, we had the good fortune not to miss the last

metro. We took leave of each other at the Concorde and going

home alone I wept at the sacrifice I had just made of my serious-

ness and dignity for the sake of propriety and for love of liberty

and love of love.

end of first episode.

Two days afterward I saw Pound again, comforted.

In the morning he had mounted a mechanical mare who was
an American from Philadelphia—together they had ridden in

the Bois.

What delicacy there is in this love of play and perfect

hygiene; I saw that my friend was radiant, wittier than he

usually was, although he was an extremely brilliant man. He
was transformed and rejuvenated. He seemed irresistible and

exciting to me.

His first words to me were words of pity and optimistic ad-

vice. He thought first that I had not eaten or that I had slept
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badly or that I had abandoned myself to regrettable excesses

or that I was spiteful or envious or neurasthenic.

"My boxes on the ear," I said.

"Ah true, I had forgotten! Were your sensibilities hurt?
Poor fellow! Also, why don't you play tennis?"

"I do play tennis but this morning while I was playing I

carelessly swallowed a ball and I cannot digest it."

"Poor boy, will you have a glass of Evian water?"

In a few words he convinced me of the necessity of following
his regime. His healthy look was an argument in his favor. I

showed him my hypothetical plans. He approved their sub-

versive and compromising lines.

It is at this moment that nothing happened.

I had just vomited my tennis ball into a glass and I heard re-

sound two slaps on the imaginary sensibility of Pound.

We had just realized a perfectly cordial and completely
asthetic harmony in augmented fifths. We had not had the

time to see our manifesto published.

Several minutes later we walked arm in arm down the Rue
des Saints-Peres. He walked swinging his cane at his shadow.
He ended by suffering and cried out, Pi-auit! I whistled gayly

an air of a fox trot, taking pleasure in seeing before us a group
of slender dadaists suiting their step to the rhythm of my tune.

Heretically M. Paul Bourget, Van Donegan, France, Gide
and Gleizes just passed. They danced the fox trot and did not

fail to salute obsequiously the young people of Madame.

At the square there sounded an enormous noise, vast as the

world and proud. All Paris howled, Merde!

Our predecessors outdid us.

We did not know why but we were all wearing in our button

holes the rosette of the Legion of Honour.

end of second episode.

(CHRISTIAN)
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TRANSMUTATION

IN
the middle of shaving Philip heard his name called.

Miriam, her head a brown splash deep in the pillow, was
sleeping soundlessly, knees to her chin, pink heels drawn
up, like a bunch of rope. Though rage was in his heart,

an amorous wave dashed lightly over him as, soapy shav-

ing brush in hand, on naked feet he passed by the bedside to the

balcony. Damn the creaking thing. Hush! he called down.
George Caldwell's baldish head shone in the blazing sun, five

or six feet below him. God! the heat. And he, reading Hamlet
supposedly, now with the open book again his flank and that

damned ugly straw held above his blinking eyes.

''What happened after?"

Can't the damned fool hush. "What's the use of barking
up a whisper that way like a locomotive letting oflf steam.

There! she stirred. Shut up, can't you. I'll come right down.
Wait outside."

She had turned over but was still bound in sleep; rosy skin

showed through the thin thing rucked up half way above the

under-knees. And the gold bangle above the ankle, foolish

tempting vanity-toy. Any man's plaything, chance, propinquity

permitting. And her mood? Yes, and her mood. Was it fair

to think that? Had she ever given him grounds? Every woman
gave grounds if she were a woman. What was the anklet for?

What was she for? What was any woman for? And what's

life for? What a silly-ass question. What's life for? Life's

for everything. For murder and rape and money, especially

money. George says it's for reading and thinking Shakes-

peare. That's well enough when you haven't got a younger
brother messing around after your best friend's wife. George
had ought to be there. What business had he vomiting "He's
mad that trusts in a boy's love or a whore's oath," while he
leaves Bobby to fool round Miriam? That's practical Shakes-
peare, damn him.
The thoughts finished shaving Philip, dressed him, took him
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down the creaking stairs, everything creaked in that damned
hotel, bore him to George lolling in the hammock, reading his

cursed book, munching chocolate. Philip went softly over the

grass, approaching from behind the tree.

"I'm mad, God-damned mad," he shouted close to George's

ear, so that he jumped as though struck hard in the small of

the back and would have fallen headlong out, had not Philip

saved him.

"Do you know that damned brother of yours tried to throw
me ofif the roof garden about two this morning 'cause I caught

him playing it on Miriam and if it hadn't been for the nig-

gers . . ."

George answered nothing, just stared back, scratching back

the little tuft of black hair that grows along the middle of his

cranium, half in the hammock, half out.

"And I'm going to get a thick stick and wallop him. That
or quit Peewee this day."

"Don't get tough, Phil. Jim Brady'll tell him off. Mamie
wants you and your wife to come round to dinner."

"You think I'll sit down to table with that . .
." Words,

words to kindle the fire with. What's rage without words,

what's wit without them? Words for George now, words for

Bobby; it would end in words. Passion petering out in words,

words, words. The stuff life's made of, bought, sold and ex-

changed.
George rolled out of the hammock, stood up against him.

"Guide your valour to act in safety, Phil. Come along round
to Mamie's."

The sister of George and Bobby Caldwell, Mamy Brady,

stood at the wicket holding a bunch of crimson roses in her

hand, leaned her great frame against the gate post. She nodded
to them, nibbling a roseleaf. Wide mouth and even teeth, sky

blue eyes like Bobby's, yellow hair like his, indolent like him,

easy, cursedly inviting, Bobby's female counterpart, his living,

breathing image, bosom for chest, hair clustered for smooth,

down even, on upper lip, himself in a shift. George says she
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adores Jim Brady, a fine log of a man, dark, too, for her blond-

ness, with an arm of iron for her holding and a will of the

same metal for her naughtiness. Does she, or does she not

adore him when he wants her? What a woman for that moment
if she does. Do women feel Bobby like that? Did Miriam?
The sun beat down. George mopping his wide round shiny

forehead.

''Bobby's sleeping it ofif. What were you all doing up at

the hotel last night?"

She flipped the chewed leaf from her lips and held Philip

in a blue vision his eyes could not escape.

"You know enough, likely," his mouth said, but there was no

consciousness behind the words. She was drawing him into her

and he let himself be drawn. Passion must find its way out

where it could. She stood over against him so near, if she had
breathed hard he could have felt her breath on his face. A rock

of a woman, a marble throat to handle. The form of her

breasts showed, great breasts like Niobe's. A woman to bear

children. Women were for the bearing of children. This kind.

Not the Miriam kind.

George's voice broke in.

"I guess I'll go on to the Cabin and see Bobby."

She moved to let him through the gate and as her brother
wandered away slowly, she put one elbow on the other gate post

right opposite Philip, leaning toward him provocatively. A
tangled lock of her yellow hair fell on her cheek. Laying the

flowers on the broad, clipped edge of the hedge, she used both
hands to wisp it up. The motion showed her ofif, the bare arms
held up behind the head, smooth, ivory, well-formed, tapering at

the wrist, helpful hands, blunt fingered, not thin and long like

Miriam's, matching her feet noticed for the first time without
stockings, in bath slippers. He clung to the moment, care-

lessly brushed the flowers to the ground his side the fence, so

that they fell scattering. Then picking them up and holding
them, their hands touched and for an instant his accompanied
them ; the merest graze of her body as she took them, the slightest

wafting of herself with the rose perfume.

"What did Bobby do last night?"
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"Damn Bobby, I forgive him."
Her startled eyes asked half a question, left his face and

slowly, unawares, the blood mounted, crimsoning her throat,

her cheeks and, as she turned, her ear, her neck to where the

soft curls rooted. Turned to save her face, turned to break the
link. No, only to bend it in the forging. She faced round
again, the blush was dying down, not wholly gone.

"You'll come in then and go round. Bobby will be sorry."

"Yes." Philip's eyes fixed on hers. "I hope he won't be."

"Why?" she asked very softly.

"Because you shall be answerable to me for him."
"I will," she said and, coming back, she held the wicket gate

open for him to pass in.

Bobby lay on the huge low truckle bed that served both
brothers, George now sharing the end of it with Jabez the

hound, growling at Philip's entry. The yellow-haired gladi-

ator lay naked to the waist. A sun-ray shot through a crevice in

the matting blind and touched the short hair on his powerful
chest to gold. His right hand was under his head, showing the

whole arm so that the biceps muscle stood out clean, smooth,
blue-veined. The other arm lay along his side, hand closed,

knuckles upward. His sister's skin, cream colour. Those two
arms had seized him round the middle, lifted him like a child,

would have hurled him into space. Philip would have liked to

feel the arms for which she was answerable, her arms.

"Brought a club, Phil?"

That little additional insult made it easier.

"It's wiped out," he heard himself say.

"By my bein' dog-sick, y'mean?"
"If you like."

"God blast it. Like!"
He raised himself on the coverless pillow. The sun-ray

caught his hair and licked it to flame, the light got in his eyes.

He threw himself back.

"Christ! the heat. Get some ice-water, George."
Philip took the pitcher and went out with it. At the kitchen

entrance to the bungalow, Zeke was gassing to the house-girl
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about Marse Bob's jag. The old negro got the water, still

yapping and Philip's eye caught the tail of a woman's garment
as he turned with the pitcher in his hand.

"You'll be coming to supper with Mrs. Vance, won't you?"
Mamy Brady was on her way to the bath, hair loose on her

shoulders. He followed her through the swing door and they

stood facing each other in the passage outside the bath-room.

"And the woman tempted him." As he said the words Philip's

hand shot up the open sleeve of the bath-gown, fastened on to

her upper arm and gripped it from underneath near the arm-

pit. She fell back a little against the wall, surprised at the sud-

den action but neither frightened nor resentful.

"You'll have Jim onto you."

"That's as may be. Your arms were going to hurl me through

space a few hours ago. I've got a lien on them." He relaxed

the pressure and withdrew his hand slowly, looking close into

her eyes. She didn't drop hers till he held her hand hard in

his, pressing against her thigh and whispered,

"Will Jim be here to-night?"

"No."
Philip went back to the cabin and held the pitcher to Bobby's

lips.

STEPHEN HUDSON
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AFFECTIONATE
"y'T' "TTHEELS are growing on rose-bushes

\/\/ imy a^d affectionate

O Jonathan—Jonathan—dear

Did some swallow Prendergasfs silverheels—
be drunk forever and more

—with lemon appendicitis?

ELSA VON FREYTAG-LORINGHOVEN
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FRANCIS PICABIA

ONE doesn't praise Francis Picabia, not because he has

no need of it but because any commentary on his work
would seem superfluous and would lay one open to the

charge of misunderstanding him. Every activity of

Picabia is intensely opposed to any kind of praise.

To correct oneself, to repeat oneself, doesn't this in reality

ruin the only chance that one has to survive? You have not

stopped running and whatever distance you think you have put
between you and you, you still leave behind you new statues of

salt. Of all mankind are you the only one whose heart has
failed him? And let no one object that Picabia may die some
day; it is enough that for the moment this seems to me senseless.

I am young enough to be astonished—and must I add that I

am pleased at my astonishment—not to find Picabia at the head
of an official, international mission, endowed with limitless

power, whose aim, difficult enough to define, outstrips that of

poetry and painting. More and more we are the prey of ennui
and if we don't take care, this delicate monster will soon make us

lose all interest in anything, will deprive us of all reason for

living. The example of Picabia is here of very rare assistance

to us. Someone told me that in New York among the people
who crowd into the picture galleries on the opening days of

exhibitions there are always some who only glance at the walls,

so intent are they to find the name of the next exhibitor. If

such a one appeared during an exhibition of Picabia, I should
like simply to say to him: Francis Picabia. So true is it that

in this sort of thing one can only improve by change, and the

man who changes the most from Picabia is Picabia.

It takes all our eyes to comprehend this immense landscape
and, doing it, the emotion of never having seen leaves us

scarcely time to breathe. The calculated impulse in the act of

its breaking up and in the fore knowledge of new impulses; a

thought responding to no other known necessity than to the

faith in its own exception; this perpetual security in insecurity
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which confers upon it the dangerous element without which it

would in its turn risk becoming didactic; the humour, inac-

cessible to women, which beyond poetry itself, is the thing

which can best oppose mobilisation, military or artistic, as well

as the mobilisation of "dada," amusing as it is, (the humour and
scandal which arise from it)

;
all these gifts together with the

secret of using them without any particular delight like luck at

play, love over and above all, tireless love from which these

books, Cinquante-deux Miroirs, Poesie Ron-Ron, borrow the

language even and take over the charming plots—all these make
us feel that every morning upon awakening we should like to

consult Picabia like a marvellous barometer upon the atmos-

pheric changes decided upon during the night.

For many this night is complete and I do not expect that the

following anecdote will make any sensation. But I have it from
Picabia and it may help to drive my point home. One of

Picabia's friends went one day to an exhibition of pictures at

Lausanne with a M. S. S., a young Persian nobleman. This
young man, fortunately a stranger to our "culture" said to him:
"Really all these artists are only beginners; they are still copy-
ing apples, melons, pots of jam." To the observation that they

were well painted, he answered: "Beauty is painting something
new; this gentleman, Cezanne, as you call him, has the brain

of a grocer."

The truth is that we seek in vain for a reason for these exer-

cises. It is as easy to make a good picture as a good dish, simply

by using certain recipes. A recent experiment has shown that

a gifted individual in a state of hypnosis, is capable of excelling

in the most difficult branch provided he has had his attention

fixed upon this particular thing previously. The famous
maxim : "To understand a thing is to be equal to it" must then

be taken in its strongest sense. The day has gone by for seeking

the causes of success in such and such an artistic formula, the

origin of which was never anything but a convention. It has

been the habit to legitimatize this convention by the need of

harmony. The word harmony is absolutely denuded of sig-

nificance and shows only the desire to express after the thing is

done, in a manner totally insufficient, that we feel only reason-
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able emotions, which is, of course, of no importance. From
this springs the old predilection for fixed forms in literature and
the dogma of "composition" in painting. It is only by constant

renewal, notably of his technique, that an artist can avoid be-

coming the prisoner of a style which he has or has not created.

If one likes the water colours which Picabia exhibited in

November 1922, the oldest of which was done only a few months
before, would one not be justified in speaking of harmony or

of appealing to some other mystic hypothesis? If these laws

existed, I think that they would not be applicable to sight and
that no production would be under their jurisdiction at every

point. As a matter of fact the value of a piece of work no
longer lies in the assembling of more or less happy colours, in a

play of line which approaches reality more or less closely. No
longer is there a resemblance, even a faint one. The interpreta-

tion jest has lasted too long. The grace of known contours, which
Picabia has so often painted in his pictures of beautiful Spanish
women, the romance of tones to which he has given a tragic

turn, the blue earth and the red sky, which he was the first to

paint, all these have given way to compositions in which the

plastic values, innocent of every representative or symbolic in-

tention, play perhaps no more important role than the signa-

ture and the title. One remembers that it is Picabia who not

long ago had the idea of calling circles. Priests, (Ecclesias-

tiques) a straight line, A Dancing Star, (Danseuse etoile) ; this

to my way of thinking is to be regretted, not only because it

concerns some of the most beautiful painting I know but also

because it too systematically takes into account the astonishment

of the spectator always ready to believe that he is being made
fun of. Here this objection ceases, neither title evoking an

image nor being a useless repetition. It is impossible to see in

it anything but the necessary complement of the rest of the

picture. From the point of view of the spirit in which it has

been conceived and after having insisted upon the faculty that

Picabia possesses in the highest degree of breaking with the

images which another would be content to leave alone, is it

necessary to observe that it would be wrong to believe in the

connection of these last works with his "epoque mecanique"?
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There would be a veritable confusion and I don't need to strug-

gle against a judgment so superficial. What objections there

will be! Another painter, to whom together with Picabia and
Duchamp we owe the most, Picasso, told me the other day that

in the presence of one of his pictures in which he had left some
parts of the canvas not covered, feeling the absence of colour was
a colour in itself, his friends were unanimous in deploring the

unfinished picture. He was obliged to tell them that the white

of the canvas was painted by his own hand. How can one expect

that those who form judgments upon the water colours of

Picabia will not find fault with the distribution of the colour,

this moving appearance of chemical separation which certain

of them have and which up to this time we have considered

contrary to the arrangement of a picture? And how would the

majority of people perceive that for the first time a painting has

become the source of mystery, after having been for so long a

time only a speculation about mystery and that with this art

without a model, neither decorative nor symbolic, Picabia has

without doubt reached the top rung of the ladder of creation?

ANDRE BRETON
translated by Florence Reynolds

THE READER CRITIC
/. T., Washington, D. C:

EVER since Little Review came I have been trying to articulate the

unusual impression that it gave me. Its texture is rich, its contents,

art. These are quite usual observations, and of course they did not

satisfy me. I placed it against the background of the other reviews. These
reviews fell away into two groups: those that have had their life and are

dissolving (or are being kept from dissolution for the time by anterior mo-
mentum ) , and those that are self-consciously becoming. Little Review was clear

against this parting and these opposite movements. It seemed not to move.

It was (is). And then I recalled your own word, "Existences." That's it:

Little Review is an existence. This issue. It is itself germinal. It needs no

anterior functioning to explain it. It is the fulfillment of its own seed. If

seems not to move, yet it does move. It is vibrant within itself, as all balanced

life is. As art is . . .
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F. Walter Pollock:

I
DO not know if the Little Review makes a fetish of accuracy, or if it in-

clines rather towards intentional inaccuracy, but it seems to one who knows
of the particular subject, that an attempt at humor or satire (or whatever

you may please to call it) loses its savor when ignorance is evidenced by a mistake

that would never have occurred had the author had full acquaintance with

his subject, and in fact, knowledge would have made the attempted humor even

imaginatively impossible.

In the Stella Number Mr. Kenneth Burke in his "The Death of Tragedy"
says: "for you can smoke on the after-deck on the railway combine's ferries until

the pilot turns and goes the other way, thus making the pipe illegitimate since

it is being smoked on the fore-deck."

My intention in writing to you is merely to get to Mr. Burke the information

that the direction in which the ferry-boat moves has nothing to do with the

position of the bow or the stern. The stern is always the end towards the

port of hail, and in New York Harbor, for instance, all ferries hail from New
York, thus making the "Jersey" end the bow, regardless of the boat's direction.

The absolutism evidenced by this rule might be noted by such opponents of

Einstein as Professor Poor, were it not that the boat depends upon its relation

to the shore, and when turning in Mid-stream, has neither bow nor stern.

Despite this sad state of affairs, the boat manages to keep from sinking from
the temporary loss of those appurtenances, until, the turn having been com-
pleted, Mr. Dooley may now remark that the behind is the before, and the

before the behind.

Having now exercised the prerogative denied to Mr. McFee by Miss West,
may I tell you how much I like your publication? My rather heavy subscription

list makes it impossible for me to subscribe to the Little Review at present,

but as I watch the magazine stand in my book-store for a new number, I

imagine it amounts to about the same thing in the end. At any rate, I sin-

cerely hope the coming year sees an appreciable growth in your sales, for each

single increase indicates a convert from moronity.

Kenneth Burke:

I
AM returning to you herewith the Weehawken enormity. This gentle-

man has made the only objection to my story which I could atrociously

resent. Furthermore, I feel that he is not at all an authority on ferry

boats and has formulated his objection exclusively on his experiences in travelling

to and from Weehawken. In Massachusetts the situation is exactly as I have
described it; in fact, the ferry boats themselves carry a sign making my dis-

tinction between the foredeck and the afterdeck. I feel, however, that youi
correspondent has precisely the right equipment to become one of our most
significant producing scholars.
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D R. FRANK CRANE'S Ineptitudes—Series 1923.

A man can never escape his mental background. And I confess

to a feeling that every work of art ought to have some meaning in

terms of welfare. That is to say, the real test of anything is

whether it will help or not.

DEAR Editor: Is Santyana a real name or a nom-de-plume

?

Santyana is a name made up of the two names—Santy Claus and
Pollyanna. . . .

I
ASKED a friend of Burton Rascoe's

—"Why does Rascoe get every story

about everyone wrong everytime? "Oh," she answered, "he doesn't get them
wrong; that's as well as he can understand them."

X. Y.J Los Angeles:

WHY OH why publish the letter from the Pittsburgh woman out of a job?

Just to show who clamours for the Little Review and buys it, be-

sides the artists and intellectuals . . . who borrow it.

From the program of a culture series in San Francisco:

HER fascinating lecture on "Famous Studios" gives not only a charming
description of the usually inaccessible interiors of certain splendid studios

of Europe, to which she had the entree, but also of their noted owners,

Bougereau, Carolus Duran, Israels, Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema, Sargent, and

others, which makes them seem like living personalities and familiar acquaintances.

Incidentally, the talk also runs the gamut of the technique of modern art as

exemplified in the very diverse work of these men and in that of a few of the

ultra-moderns also touched upon : a sane and valuable as well as spicy presentation

of a subject felt to be bewildering at the present time."

Could the difference in time account for all that?

DEAR Little Review : Do you ever read the advertisements of the other

magazines? Broom has a blurb like this in its February number: "Four

years have passed since the death of Apollinaire . . . and none of his

writings have yet been presented to the American public." The Dial's Christ-

mas cards described it as the only journal devoted to art and letters in America.

Such deliberate dishonesty! Why doesn't jh go after them?
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I am not a professional trimmer. These magazines are business concerns.

They use the advertising methods of certain grades of business. They place

themselves. The Little Review is for and by the artist, we have no interest in

confusing the public or in directing it to buy only from us. Buying and selling

isn't our fun. jh.

THE TWO FAKES
Bulletin from Paris

Brancusi frantic . . . Picasso overcome

Elie Nadleman, the Lord Fauntleroy of Sculpture, in a lecture at the
Anonyme discloses that Brancusi and Picasso stole all their ideas from him.

THE INDEPENDENTS
REFERRING to well-chewed subjects, definitely sticking cudd on top of

table:

That—being "Song of Love"—music next to be prohibited.

Prohibiton of spirit is abhorent of course for it's logically spiritless, occasion-

ing "pictures" like that soap box oratorical too well-known one.

Kantor.—I have instinctive mistrust toward oversize canvasses. Invariably

they mean to be knock-out with bluff and one possessed with impotence's bad con-

science. Instincts—mine—being unfailing sure hands of spirit watch—I again
had sneering occasion to verify before that strenuously stupid fake originality at

large! This harks back to to love song bird.

Furthermore on roquefort

:

I hungrily resent all depiction that tempts palatetaste—stomach emotion

—

as irrelevance— (absent reality—truth)—unless it be in delicatessen store window
or subway train. Have I not had since my schoolgirl pinafore days as yet un-

nurtured yearning for "Hummer-lachs and frischen Barenschinken"— (combina-

tion of Canadian wilderness origin)—from out of German poem—describing

virtuous simple life of Canadian hunter—betrayed by civilized Britisher supposed

to be gentleman. Hell I cared about ethics—my mouth slavered—rhythm of

words turned from ear direct to stomach sensation.

. . . Otherwise Independent Exhibition was unlooked for interesting this

year, there being actually one object of true spiritual merit that went beyond

painting" as Marcel Duchamp's "Nude—King and Queen" does. It is called

I believe "Combination of Movement of Women and Horses," That is it is.

By Warren Wheelock.—BARONESS ELSA VON FREYTAG-LORING-
HOVEN.
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TRIANQLE

THE addition

The result

Of one and one
Equals
Obtained

Finding
The average
Common
To the one

Incommensurate
With the other

One
Of a series

In which the part

Unequal
To the whole
Is eliminated

By the survival

Of the fittest

One
Without remainder

LOUIS GILMORE
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TATLIN TOUR

Model for the Monument to the Third International. By Tatlin, a Russian
Constructivist.
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AESTHETIC MEDITATIONS'
ON PAINTING

THE CUBIST PAINTERS
Second Series—Continued

JUAN GRIS
HERE is the man who has meditated upon all that is modern,

here is the painter who desires to conceive only new en-

sembles, whose aim it is to draw and paint only forms
materially pure.

His drolleries were sentimental. He wept as they weep in

romances, instead of laughing as in bacchic songs. He still

ignores the fact that colour is a form of the real. And here he
is, discovering the minutiae of thought. He discovers them, one
masterpieces. Gradually the little genii of painting assemble.

The pale hills are peopled. The bluish flames of gas stoves, the

skies with falling forms like weeping willows or damp leaves.

He gives to his pictures the damp appearance of freshly painted
facades on the walls of a room, a high hat, the disorder of adver-
tisements on a fence. All this might well serve to animate a

picture, or to give the painter a limit of that which he proposes
to paint. Great forms thus acquire a sensibility. They are no
longer tiresome. This art of adornment strives desperately to

cherish piously and reanimate the lost vestiges of classic art, such
as the drawings of Ingres and the portraits of David. He at-

tains style as did Seurat without having anything of its theoretic

novelty.

Juan Gris is certainly searching in this direction. His paint-

ing deviates from music; that is to say that it aims first of all

•All rights reserved for all countries, including Sweden, Norway and Russia, by Letz-Courbicre.
Translated by Mrs. Charles Knoblauch, for the Societe Anonyme.
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at a scentific reality. Juan Gris has drawn from the studies

which attach him to his only master, Picasso, a design which
at first appeared to be geometric and which he so characterized

that it became a style.

This art, if it progresses in the direction in which it has started,

may end, not in a scientific abstraction, but in an aesthetic ar-

rangement which may, after all, be considered as the highest

form of scientific art. More forms suggested by the skillfulness

of the painter, more colours, too, which are also suggested forms.

Objects could be utilised whose capricious arrangement would
have an undeniable aesthetic meaning. At the same time, the

impossibility that exists of putting on canvas a man in flesh and

bones, a wardrobe with a mirror, or the Eiffel Tower, would
force a painter either to come back to the ordinary process of

painting, or to limit his talents to the minor art of the show
window—there are today show windows admirably arranged,—

•

or even that of the upholsterer or the landscape gardener.

The latter two arts are not without their bearing on the painter.

That of the show window would have an analogous influence.

It would do no harm to the art of painting, because it could

not be used as a substitute for painting in the representation of

perishable objects. Juan Gris is too much of a painter to re-

nounce painting.

Perhaps we shall see him attempt the great art of surprise.

His intellectualism and his attentive study of nature will furnish

him with the unexpected elements from which a style will dis-

engage itself as it does today from the metallic constructions of

engineers, department stores, garages, railroad tracks, aeroplanes!

It is only proper that art, having today but a very limited social

role to fill, should assume the disinterested task of studying

scientifically, and that even without any aesthetic design, the

immense extent of its domain.

The art of Juan Gris is too rigorous and too poor an expres-

sion of scientific cubism: issuing from that of Picasso, it is a
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profoundly intellectual art where colour has only a symbolic
significance. And yet, while the art of Picasso is conceived in

the light (impressionism), that of Juan Gris contents itself with
clearness, scientifically conceived.

The conceptions of Juan Gris are always clear cut, and this

clearness, no doubt, will one day throw out parallels.

FERNAND LEGER
FERNAND LEGER is one of the well-endowed artists of

his generation. He did not tarry long in the post-impres-

sionist school, which dates only from yesterday, but already

seems to us so remote. I have seen some of Leger's first attempts

in art. 'Night Baths,' a horizontal sea, the heads already just

scattered in after the manner of the difficult compositions which
no one but Henri Matisse has attempted.

And then, after entirely new drawings, Leger desired to

devote himself to pure painting. The wood cutters bore upon
their persons signs of the blows which their hatchets had left

upon the trees, and the general color partook of that light,

greenish and profound, which filters through the foliage.

After that Leger's work was a fairyland wherein the person-

ages smiled drowned in perfume. Indolent persons, memories
of Norman shepherds voluptuously transforming the light of

the city in multiple and delicate shadows. All the colours boil.

Then a vapour arises, and, when it has dissipated, behold the

chosen colours. A sort of masterpiece was born of this fire; it is

called 'The Smoker.'

There is in Leger a desire to extract from a composition all

the aesthetic emotion it can give. Here he is bringing a land-

scape to the most elevated heights of plasticity.

He discards everything which does not give to his conception

the agreeable aspect of a happy simplicity.
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He was one of the first, who, resisting the ancient instinct of

the species, of the race, gave themselves joyfully to the instinct

of the civilization in which he lived.

This is an instinct resisted by many more than one would sup-

pose. With some it became a grotesque frenzy, the frenzy of

ignorance. With others it consisted in getting as much as pos-

sible out of what comes to us through our five senses.

When I see a picture by Leger, I am content. It is not a

stupid transposition executed with skillful forgery. It is not

a question either of a work whose author has done what every-

one wishes to do today. There are so many who wish to remake
for themselves a soul or a profession of the 15th or 14th Century,

there are others more skillful yet who forge a soul of the age of

Augustus or Pericles, in less time than it takes a child to learn

to read. No, Leger is not one of those men who believe that the

humanity of one age is different from that of another, or who
confound God with a costumer until they confound their costume
with their soul. It is the question neither more nor less of an

artist like unto those of the 14th and 15th Century, like unto

those of the time of Augustus or of Pericles,—and for the glory

of masterpieces, heaven will help the painter who helps himself.

Once, when he was in sore straits, the sculptor Manolo went
to a picture dealer, who had at that time the reputation of being

willing to help unknown talents.

Manolo had the intention of selling this man some drawings,

and had himself announced.

The dealer sent back word to Manolo that he did not know
him.

"Go tell Monsieur the Expert, that I am Phidias," replied

Manolo.
But the dealer again answered that he did not know that name.
"Then tell him that is Praxiteles whom he did not care to

receive."

And the sculptor left. ,

To be sure, Phidias, Praxiteles or Manolo might have been
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there, but the soul of a Phidias cannot be remade. And—most

men disguise themselves. Therefore it can be very well under-

stood why there are always so few modern artists. The most of

them are disguised. The Salons contain little but the acces-

sories of the carnival. I like authentic works of art. Those
which have been conceived by souls which have not been remade 1

Here you are, you beauties, shades, light colours, and you,

forms in ebullition; pleasant smokes are the emblem of civiliza-

tion.

This sky of the puppet show is the sky of our streets ; they have

cut it out and set it up—the infinite sweetness of raspberry col-

oured roofs, and no matter if a hand has six fingers, or this man
three feet.

Do not think that this has to do with mysticism. Oh! I do

not despise it. I am terrified with admiration : Let him come
one day, the great mystical artist. Let God command him,

force him, give him orders. He will come :—perhaps he is here,

quite near, his name I know but must not tell, it will be well

known one day, it is better not to tell him; what happiness for

him : if he ignore his mission, ignore his suffering and also the

fact that he is always in danger here below.

But Fernand Leger, is not a mystic; he is a painter, a simple

painter and I rejoice as much in his simplicity as in the solidity

of his judgment.

I love his art because it is not disdainful, because it does

nothing servile, and because it does not reason. I love your

legeres, O Fernand Leger. Your fancy does not exalt you to

fairyland, but secures for you nevertheless all your joys.

Here the joy is in the design as well as in the execution. He
will find other efifervesences. The same orchards will supply

even more delicate colorations. Other families will scatter them-

selves like drops from a water spout and the rainbow will appear

to sumptuously attire the tiny dancers of the corps de ballet.

The wedding party dissimulate themselves the one behind the

other. Just another little efifort to get rid of perspective, of the
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miserable trick of perspective, this fourth dimension turned

backward through which all things inevitably shrink.

But this painting is liquid, the sea, blood, rivers, rain, a glass

of water, even our tears, the humidity of kisses and the sweat of

great efforts and long fatigue.

FRANCIS PICABIA

A MEMBER of the Impressionist School, Francis Picabia,

with the majority of contemporary painters, had, with the

Fauves, transposed light in colours. It is thus that he has

arrived at an entirely new art where colour is no longer merely

colouring, nor even a luminous transposition, where it has no

longer a symbolic significance because it is itself the form and

the light of that which it represents. In this way he approaches

an art in which, as in the case of Robert Delaunay, colour is the

ideal dimension. It has consequently all the other dimensions.

Nevertheless with Picabia the form is still symbolic when the

colour must be formal: a perfectly legitimate art and one which

can be considered extremely elevated. Colour in this art is satu-

rated with energy and its extremes are continued in space.

Reality is here material itself. Colour no longer depends on the

three known dimensions. It is colour which creates them.

This art has as much relationship with music as it can have

with an art which is its contrary. It might very well be said

that the art of Picabia wants to be to old fashioned painting what
music is to literature; but it cannot be said that it is music. In

reality, music proceeds by suggestion, here on the contrary we
are presented with colours which must not impress us as symbols

but as concrete forms. At the same time, without using new
methods, an artist like Picabia here deprives himself of one of

the principal elements of universal painting: that is conception.

In order that the artist may, in appearance, so deprive himself

colour must be formal (substance and dimension: the measure).

Let us add that the indication of a title is not, with Picabia,

an intellectual element foreign to the art to which it is conse-
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crated. This indication should play the part of an inner frame,

such as actual objects, and inscriptions exactly copied, play in

the pictures of Picasso. It should avoid the intellectualism of

decadence and conjure the danger which artists always run of

becoming litterateurs. For Picabia's written title, for the actual

objects, the letters and moulded ciphers in the pictures of

Picasso and Braque, we find the picturesque equivalent in the

pictures of Mile. Laurencin in the shape of arabesques in pro-

fundity. In the pictures of Albert Gleizes it appears in the form
of right angles which retain the light, in the pictures of Fernand
Leger as bubbles, in the works of Metzinger in the form of

vertical lines, parallel to the sides of the frame and cut by occa-

sional steps. The equivalent will be found in the works of all

the great painters. It is destined to give picturesque intensity

to a painting, and this role sufficiently signifies its legitimacy.

It is thus that one guards himself from becoming a literary

painter; it is thus that Picabia has tried to give himself up
entirely to colour, without ever daring, in approaching his

subject, to give it a personal existence. (Let us observe that to

indicate a title does not signify that an artist has approached
a subject.)

Pictures like 'Le Paysage,' 'La Source,' 'Danse a la Source'

are indeed painting: colours which unite or contrast, which take

a direction in space, which decrease or augment in intensity to

provoke aesthetic emotion. This is not a case of abstraction, for

the pleasure which these works give is direct. Surprise plays

an important role in it. Would one say that the flavour of a

peach was an abstraction? Each picture of Picabia's has its

proper existence limited by the title which he has given it. These
pictures are so little abstract, a priori, that the painter could
tell you the history of each one of them. The 'Dance a la Source'

is only the realisation of a natural plastic emotion experienced
in the environs of Naples.

If this art was pure the possibilities of aesthetic emotions it

contains would be immense. Picabia could take for his own the

axiom of Poussin's: "Painting has no other end than the

pleasure and joy of the eyes."

Picabia, who seems to long for a mobile art, might now aban-
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don static painting for other means of expression, as Loie Fuller

did. But, as a painter of pictures, I advise him to frankly

attack the subject (poetry) which is the essence of the plastic

arts.

MARCEL DUCHAMP
THE pictures of Marcel Duchamp are not yet sufficiently

numerous, and they differ too much from one another, for

us to be able to draw any conclusion which would furnish

us a judgment as to the real talents of their author. Marcel
Duchamp, like the majority of the new painters, no longer has

the cult of appearances. (It seems as if it had been Gauguin
who was the first to renounce that which was so long the religion

of painters.)

In the beginning Marcel Duchamp was influenced by Braque,

(pictures exhibited in the Autumn Salon 1911, and the Gallery

of the rue Tronchet 1911) and by 'La Tour' of Delauney (A
Melancholic Young Man in a Train).

To free his art from all perceptions which might become no-

tions, Duchamp writes upon his picture the title which he bestows

upon it. Thus literature which so few painters have foreborne

disappears from his art, but not poetry. He then makes use of

forms and colours not to render appearances but to penetrate

the very nature of these forms and formal colours which drive

painters to such despair that they try to avoid and, whenever
possible, do without them.

To the concrete composition of his pictures Marcel Duchamp
opposes a title intellectual in the extreme. In this direction he
goes as far as possible, nor does he fear the reproach of making
a painting esoteric, if not abstruse.

All men, every being who has passed near us, have left marks
upon our memory, and these traces of life have a reality, the

details of which may be scrutinized and copied. These traces

thus acquire, all of them together, a personality whose plastic
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character may be indicated by a purely intellectual operation.

There are traces of these beings in the pictures of Marcel
Duchamp. Allow me to make, just here, an observation which
has its importance. Duchamp is the only painter of the modern
school who today concerns himself with the nude (autumn 1912) :

Xe Roi Et La Reine Entoures des nus vites,' *nu descendant un
eslalier.'

This art while it forces itself to aestheticize the very musical

interpretation of nature, interdicts to itself the caprice and the

unexpressive arabesques of music.

An art which aims at drawing from nature, not intellectual

generalizations but collective forms and colours, the perception

of which has not yet become knowledge, is very conceivable, and
it seems that a painter like Marcel Duchamp is likely to realise

it. It is possible that these unknown aspects of nature, pro-

found and suddenly grandiose, have no need of being aestheti-

cized to be moving—this would explain the grumblings, some-

times tender and again firmly accented, the flame-shaped ap-

pearance of colours, and the compositions in the form of an N.
These conceptions are not determined by aesthetics, but by the

energy of a small number of lines (forms or colours).

This art can produce works of a force of which no one has

any idea. It may even play a social role.

Just as a picture by Cimabue was paraded through the streets,

our Century has seen a Bleriot aeroplane all charged with the

efiforts of a thousand years of humanity triumphantly escorted

to the (Academy) of Arts and Sciences. It will perhaps be

reserved for an artist as detached from aesthetic pre-occupa-

tions, as preoccupied with energy as Marcel Duchamp to recon-

cile art and the people.

APPENDIX

A^

DUCHAMP-VILLON
S soon as sculpture departs from nature, it becomes archi-

tecture. The study of nature is more necessary for sculptors

than for painters, as one can perfectly well imagine a
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painting entirely free from nature. In fact, the new painters even

if they study nature with zeal, even if they copy her, are entirely

detached from the cult of her appearances. It is even only

through the conventions benevolently accepted by the spectator

that it has been possible to establish the relation between such and
such a painting, and such and such an actual object. The new
painters have rejected these conventions and some of them, rather

than return to the observation of these conventions, have deliber-

ately introduced into their pictures elements foreign to painting,

and perfectly authentic. Nature is for them, as for the writer, a

pure fountainhead from which one may drink without fear of

being poisoned. She is their safeguard against the intellectualism

of decadence, which is the greatest enemy of art.

Sculptors, on the contrary, can reproduce the appearances of

nature (and many of them have done so). By colouring, they

can give us almost the appearance of life. At the same time

they can demand from nature more than these immediate ap-

pearances, and can even imagine, enlarge, or diminish, as did the

Assyrian, Egyptian, Negro and oceanien sculptors, forms en-

dowed with a powerful aesthetic life, but whose justification

must always be found in nature. It is the observation of this

condition essential to sculpture which justifies the work of

Duchamp-Villon, and when he wished to get away from it, it

was to take up architecture itself.

From the moment when the elements which compose a struc-

ture no longer find their justification in nature, that art becomes
architecture. Pure sculpture is subject to a singular necessity:

it must have a practical end, whereas one can perfectly conceive

of an architectural work as disinterested as music iteself—music
being the art which it most resembles. The Tower of Babel,

the Colossus of Rhodes, the Statue of Memnon, the Sphinx, the

Pyramids, Mausoleums, Labyrinths, the Sculptured Blocks of

Mexico, Obelisks, Menhirs, etc. Triumphal or Commemora-
tive Columns, Arcs de Triomphe, Eiffel Tower, the entire world
is covered with useless, or almost useless monuments, or at

least, of monuments whose proportions excede the end it was
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desired to attain. Indeed, the Mausoleum, the Pyramids are

too large for tombs and are consequently useless. Columns, even

if they are like that of Trojan or the Vendome Column, destined

to commemorate events, are equally useless, for the details can

never be followed up to the very top of the historic scenes

featured there. Is there anything more useless than a Triumphal
Arch? And the utility of the Eififel Tower was born after its

disinterested construction.

Nevertheless the architectural sense has been lost to such a

point that the uselessness of a monument appears today to be

an unusual thing and almost a monstrosity.

On the contrary, it is easily admitted that a sculptor produces

a useless thing and yet when sculpture is disinterested it is

ridiculous.

Sculpture has for its practical end the representation of simu-

lacrums, the statue of a hero, or of a sacred animal, and this

artistic necessity has been understood in all times, it is the cause

of the anthropromorphism of divinities, because the human form
is that which most easily finds its natural justification and also

allows freer play to the fancy of the artist.

From the moment that sculpture leaves the portrait, it is noth-

ing more than a decorative technique destined to give intensity

to architecture, (lamp posts, allegorical statues for gardens,

balustrades, etc.)

The utilitarian end aimed at by most of the contemporary

architects is the cause which keeps architecture considerably

behind the other arts. The architect, the engineer should build

with sublime intentions: to erect the highest tower, to prepare

for time and the ivy, a ruin more beautiful than any other, to

throw over a harbour or a river an arch more audacious than

the rainbow, to compose above all a persistent harmony the most
audacious that man has ever known.
Duchamp-Villon has this titanic conception of architecture. A
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sculptor and an architect, light is the only thing that counts for

him, and for all the other arts also, it is only light which counts,

the incorruptible light.

NOTE
BESIDES the artists of whom I have spoken in the preceding

chapters, there are other living artists who in schools ante-

rior to Cubism, in the contemporary schools or among the

independent personalities, are attached, whether willingly or

not, to the Cubist School.

Scientific Cubism defended by Mr. Canudo, Jacques Nayral,

Andre Salmon, M. Granie M. Maurice Raynal, M. Marc
Bresil, M. Alexandre Mercereau, M. Reverdy, M. Tudesq, M.
Andre Warnod, and the author of this book, has as new adher-

ents M. Georges Deniker, M. Jacques Villon and M. Louis

Marcoussis.

Physical Cubism defended in the press by the preceding

writer, M. Roger Allard, M. Olivier Hourcade, can claim the

talents of M. Marchand, of M. Herbin and of M. Vera.

Orphic Cubism which was defended by M. Max Goth, and
the author of this book seems to be the pure tendency followed

by M. Dumont and M. Valensi.

Instinctive Cubism forms an important movement, begun a

long time ago and already shedding its rays in foreign ports.

M. Louis Vauxcelles, M. Rene Blum, M. Adolphe Easier, M.
Gustav Kahn, M. Marinetti, M. Michel Puy, have defended
certain personalities sprung from this art; it unites numerous
artists like Henri Matisse, Rouault, Andre Derain, Raoul Dufy,
Chabaud, Jean Puy, Van Dongen, Severini, Boccioni, etc., etc.

Among the sculptors who wish to belong to this school we
may mention besides Duchamp-Villon, MM. Auguste Agero,
Archipenko and Brancusi.

GUILLAUME APOLLINAIRE
{The End)
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JOHN D. ROCKFELLER JR.
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"THE LIVING ART"
OR

NOTATIONS FROM THE CAPITAL OF MORON^IA

THE "Contract"" is the big pot at the end of everyone's rainbow—no matter

what capacity you work in "A Contract" should always be the demand, for

that presupposes success, surety, and satisfactory salary. All right, success

crowns your machinations, you sign on the dotted line, your employers feel honour
bound to defend you (vide Wallie Reid's illness)—not only for the good of the

industry but for salve to their vanity as good pickers. So you're immune from
that quarter, but the bombardment against you from everywhere else! No mat-

ter how well, or especially dependent, on how well your picture sells— (for all

contracts eventually run out—they are renewed with you or someone else—it's

the thousands [literally] of these who are your critics)—so, the pinnacle of

achievement yours, the pettinesses are still with you as before; and that's life in

Hollywood,—worth the struggle isn't it? A pale green or violent purple Rolls-

Royce is the goal, however, and you may get that in preference to the accomany-
ing stardom.

Old man Coogan, ex-vaudeville actor, "hangs around" the Pickford-Fair-

bank's factory and beautiful personal publicity issues forth until the new contract

is made with a rival. At that Jackie is making $4,000 a day from an oil well

!

Charlie calls on Doug and Mary ostensibly to play charades, impromptu acting,

before a new audience from Germany ; but contracts and business deals are upper-

most—the triumverate of artists more shrewd symbols than the golden spherical

trinity over an east-side cathedral of commerce.

At the Lasky place the decendents of Queen Esther still practice her great

principle "try and get in." Europe is a menace,—just one or two in Europe are

—

Who are they?—buy 'em out. Whether they'll do nobly by them or insidiously

destroy them (which latter is already in process by the way) only time will tell

the public. Where the dollar is concerned are thy people my people? These
German and Polish Jews are surely getting a raw deal from their American
brethren. This "lot" has had an unfortunate lot when coming to the narrow
gate by which the public judges—namely morality. Perhaps the largeness of

the organization accounts for it, but nevertheless William Desmond Taylor,

Fatty Arbuckle and Wallie Reid, the most notorious "morality" cases, were all

on the payroll of this most desirable contract-giving corporation (Thomas
Melghan—ex-cop, chauffeur or something, gets 14 to 15 thousand dollars a

week )

.

Universal City, "over the hill" from Hollywood, seems to be safe from

gossip—just as the farm-house beyond the main road has no tales told of it. Even
the Van Stroheim resignation was a sudden shock—a drink out of a silver pocket-

flask in the 3 A. M. fog was the straw the camel said broke its back—after a

load of extravagances, independent thinking and imperialism. (The contract

said something, somewhere about no drinking on the job.)

Culver City is more on the main road of the sea-road-house public and well
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behaved on the surface ; but it isn't morals I want to talk about—it's the mind and
its conceptions of the ideal, and I've already told you that—remember Nathan
said recently: "so long as the majority of the figures in the field of the movies are

recruited from the social and aesthetic slums, so long will the smell of Lime-house
cling to movie scandals. Only ladies and gentlemen can get away with the thing

that is killing the movies in the minds of respectable men, women and children"

—

So you see after all it's no concern of ours
—

"ladies and gentlemen—respectable

men, women and children." Q 2.

MUSEUMS OR ARTISTS
Our modern museums highly efficient organizations, strictly sanitary, some-

times remind me of a visit I once paid to the Morgue in Paris. There in a re-

frigerated glass one saw those things which were once alive, were part of that

bigger thing called life, torn away by the accidents or tragedies of living to be

exposed to the vulgar eye . . . laid out carefully on ice to keep in them a

semblance of life.

A fifteenth century sculpture torn from the facade of some French cathedral

and richly exposed in the Metropolitan has lost 75% of its life, its raison d'etre,

like a head without its body but a fragment of a whole. What is the now faded

beauty of a golden cup by Cellini, belabeled and carefully guarded, compared to

that supreme time centuries ago when filled with sparkling Burgundy it deco-

rated the tables of the Kings of France ?

For things of the past museums have a value ; but the practice of painting

easel pictures and making bits of sculpture to be (or with the hope that they will

be) rushed off into some museum or private collection is a most unhealthy and

unnatural practice. The museums and self-styled collectors are putting a pressure

on the artist which keeps him down while they speculate and wait for him to die.

You organizers and builders of all this tremendous force and energy which is

America—have you no confidence in what you are building, no confidence in the

part the artist should play in your "civilization"? If you have take him, up

buck him up, give him the chance that he may have the joy of giving his building

power. Without him j'ou can do nothing worthy.

Is there no one in all this monied New York who is both connoisseur and

millionaire? No one who has enough confidence in his own good judgment and

in the young artists of our day to give the architects, painters and sculptors a

chance to join in the creation of something that is as complete an expression of

today in its way as any of these gigantic commercial or financial structures are

an expression in their way? Let the artists create for your public buildings and

homes forms that will express that strength and will to power, that poise and

simplicity that one begins to see in some of your factories, rolling-mills, elevators

and bridges.

Will New York be the world's art centre? You have the money and a

world in the building with something of a desire to understand. When will you

give to your artists the opportunity that you have already given to your scientists

and engineers? JOHN STORRS.
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which prints good writing by youngsters or greybeards regardless
of school, influence, or tradition. It shares none of the prejudices
of the right wing or the left wing in contemporary literature, but
"deceives them both by speaking the truth." It prints exhilar-
ating creative and critical material by such writers as

Hart Crane Arthur Symons
Djuna Barnes Lord Dunsany
Louis Gilmore Lafcadio Hearn
Carl Van Vechten Maxwell Bodenheim
Edmund Wilson, Jr. Paul Eldridge

and half a hundred others.

Single 25 cents—Year's subscription. . . . Dollars 2.50
Trial OfiFer: Five Months Dollars 1.00

Address: 204 Baronne Street, New Orleans, La., U. S. A.



Victor Georg
<J)(Caker ofportraits by photography

I 8 WEST FIFTY SEVENTH STREET

J\Vi£^ Tork

OWNERSHIP
Statement of the Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., required by the Act of Congress of
August 24, 1912, of The Little Review, published quarterly at New York, N. Y., for October 1, 1922,
State of New York, County of Suffolk, ss. Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State and
county aforesaid, personally appeared Margaret Anderson, who, ha^^ng been duly sworn according
to law, deposes and says that she is the Editor of The Little Review, and that the following is, to

the best of her knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily
paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption,
required by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations,
printed on the reverse of this form, to wit: 1. That the names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor, and business managers are: Publisher, Margaret Anderson, 27 W. 8th St.,

New York, N. Y.; Editor, Margaret Anderson, 27 W. 8th St., New York, N. Y.; Managing Editor,
Margaret Anderson, 27 W. 8th St., New York, N. Y. ; Business Managers, Margaret Anderson, 27
W. 8th St., New York, N. Y. 2. That the owners are: (Give names and addresses of individual
owners, or, if a corporation, give its name and the names and addresses of stockholders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of the total amount of stock.) Margaret Anderson, 27 W. 8th St., New
York, N. Y. 3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: none.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon
the books of the company but also, in cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two paragraphs contain state-
ments embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under
which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books of the company as trus-
tees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has
no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indi-
rect in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than as so stated by him. Margaret Anderson.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 30th day of September, 1922. N. Clinton Miller. [Seal.]
(My commission expires March 30, 1923.)

The Elsinger Press, 250 West 54TH Street, N. Y.
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